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Over the past decade, feeder cattle backgrounders in the Pacific 

Northwest have been subject to sharp price fluctuations for their 

output. The result has been variable profits and losses. This 

situation creates a need for management and marketing techniques 

which can provide Pacific Northwest cattle ranchers with protection 

against price risks while enhancing the profitability of their 

operations. Recent economic literature has shown hedging with futures 

contracts to be an effective tool for mitigating risk and/or 

increasing the net revenues of cattle producers in a number of 

regions of the United States. 

The objective of this research was to determine whether hedging 

with futures contracts could have increased the profitability of 

Pacific Northwest feeder cattle production while decreasing the 

effects of price volatiliy. To realize this objective, the economic 



performance of alternative hedging strategies were evaluated for 

several methods of feeder cattle backgrounding indigenous to the 

Pacific Northwest region. 

Four hedging strategies -- routine, moving average, profit 

objective, and triangular probability distribution — were evaluated 

for hedging the output of four simulated production systems. The mean 

and standard deviation of annual net returns were computed for each 

hedging strategy to serve as measures of profitability and risk, 

respectively. The results of not hedging were also obtained to 

provide a basis for comparing alternative hedging programs. Sample t 

and F tests were conducted to determine whether there were 

statistically significant differences between the means and standard 

deviations of the unhedged and hedged positions. Dominant hedging 

strategies were then identified for each production system. 

Based on the results of the mean-variance analysis, it appears 

that the use of selective futures market hedging strategies would 

have provided greater and more stable levels of profit compared to 

the net incomes obtained without hedging. Sample t and F tests, using 

80 and 90 percent levels of significance respectively, showed that 

hedging could have significantly decreased the variability of the 

producer's flow of income without significantly changing the 

operation's average profitability. 

Moving average, profit objective, and triangular probability 

distribution strategies were dominant, increased average 

profitability, and significantly lowered risk for at least one 

production system each. Overall, moving average strategies  generated 



the highest mean profits with the greatest risk. Profit objective 

strategies generally resulted in lower mean profit than moving 

average strategies but with less risk. The risks and returns from 

hedging with triangular probability distribution strategies were 

usually between the moving average and profit objective procedures. 

Strategies which performed well in this study should also 

perform well in the future if conditions in the feeder cattle markets 

do not vary substantially from those of the previous decade. Thus, 

hedging with futures market contracts may provide the Pacific 

Northwest feeder cattle producers with protection against price risk 

and enhanced profitability. 
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AN EVALUATION OF STRATEGIES FOR HEDGING FEEDER 
CATTLE  IN THE PACIFIC NORTHWEST 

CHAPTER  I 

INTRODUCTION 

The economies of the Pacific Northwest states (Oregon, 

Washington, and Idaho) rely heavily upon their agricultural 

industries. Of the many agricultural commodities produced in this 

region, beef cattle production provided the greatest cash receipts in 

Oregon and Idaho and was surpassed only by wheat revenues in 

Washington in 1982. Over one-half of the income received from all 

livestock in the Pacific Northwest is from calf and cattle 

production. 

The Pacific Northwest beef industry consists of three 

operations: cow-calf production, feeder cattle backgrounding, and the 

cattle finishing operation or feedlot. This study focused 

specifically on backgrounding feeder cattle. The basic procedure of 

backgrounding cattle in the Pacific Northwest begins with purchasing 

weaned calves weighing between 400 and 500 pounds. The weaners are 

then fed anywhere from four to nine months with a combination of hay, 

silage, or pasture. When the animals have gained an additional 200 to 

400 pounds, they are sold to feedlots as feeder cattle. 

Over the past decade, feeder cattle backgrounders in the Pacific 

Northwest states have been subject to substantial price risk. Price, 

or market, risk refers to the uncertainty or unpredictability of 

prices which producers receive for their output [Nelson]. The greater 



the uncertainty about future marketing conditions, the greater the 

risk that producers face as they make production and marketing 

decisions. The cause of this uncertainty is the variable and 

unpredictable nature of prices in the Pacific Northwest feeder cattle 

markets. 

Cash price volatility during the past decade has resulted in 

variable profits and losses for Pacific Northwest feeder cattle 

operations. Uncertainty with respect to expected cash flows creates 

financial risk, or the risk of failing to achieve a sufficient level 

of net income required to meet all of the firm's obligations 

[Nelson]. Interruptions in the firm's cash flow adds risk to 

investment decisions and may impede the operation's ability to obtain 

production credit. In the worst case, it can cause bankruptcy and 

failure of the firm. 

The Problem 

The adverse effects of unstable prices in the Pacific Northwest 

create a need for management and marketing techniques which can 

provide feeder cattle backgrounders with protection against price 

risks while enhancing the profitability of their operation. Recent 

economic literature has shown hedging with futures contracts to be an 

effective tool for mitigating risk and/or increasing the net revenues 

of cattle producers in a number of regions of the United States 

[Bullock et al.; Franzmann and Lehenbauer; Gorman et al.; McCoy and 

Price; Miyat and McLemore]. However, the usefulness of hedging feeder 

cattle has never been tested empirically for the Pacific Northwest 



region. 

Futures Market Hedging 

Hedging may be described as taking a position in the futures 

market as a temporary substitute for the future sale or purchase of a 

commodity in the spot, or cash, market. At the beginning of the 

production period, a feeder cattle backgrounder purchases weaned 

calves which he plans to sell as feeder cattle in the future. The 

producer is unsure about the price level at the time of the sale, and 

thus is subject to risk in the cash market. To reduce the exposure to 

risk, the rancher can hedge in the futures market by selling futures 

contracts and then purchasing an equal number of contracts when the 

cash position is liquidated. Gains in one market will offset losses 

in the other, if the cash and futures price movements are similar. 

The hedger attempts to stabilize profit and offset risk by 

speculating on the relative cash and futures market prices rather 

than on the price level of the spot market. If the difference between 

the futures market prices and cash market prices, or basis, is less 

variable than the cash market, the exposure to risk will be decreased 

by hedging. 

Hedging can also serve as a means of increasing, as well as 

stabilizing, net revenues. The definition of hedging, according to 

Hieronymus, is to insulate one's business acitivities from price 

level speculation while retaining the opportunity to speculate in 

basis variation. This definition of hedging seems more pragmatic than 

the notion that a perfect hedge occurs when the losses in one market 



perfectly offset the gains of the other. If a profit is made in the 

cash market but offset by a loss in the futures market, a higher 

level of net revenue would have been obtained by not hedging. The 

function of a hedging strategy then, is to determine whether hedging 

with futures contracts will reduce losses or augment gains in the 

cash position and to lower the risk of a spot market price decline. 

Hedging strategies examined in this study can be seperated into 

two categories: continuous hedging strategies, and discontinous, or 

multiple, hedging strategies. A continous hedge is placed once, by 

selling a futures contract prior to the anticipated marketing date 

and repurchasing the contract when the cattle are marketed. With this 

type of a hedging system, the hedger attempts to sell futures 

contracts at a higher price than on the anticipated marketing date 

when contracts are purchased. Conversiy, a multiple hedging program 

may dictate both selling and buying futures contracts, usually more 

than once, prior to the anticipated marketing date. If a multiple 

hedging system works effectively, a hedge will be placed when 

conditions are favorable (prices falling) and discontinued when 

unnecessary (prices rising). The value of any strategy is measured by 

its ability to increase and stabilize the hedger's net revenues. 

Objectives and Procedures 

It is possible that futures market hedging could have provided 

feeder cattle backgrounding operations with greater and less variable 

profits over the past decade. Therefore, the general objective of 

this study is to determine whether hedging could have increased the 



profitability of Pacific Northwest feeder cattle backgrounding while 

decreasing the effects of cash market price volatility. To realize 

this objective, the economic performance of alternative hedging 

strategies were evaluated for several production methods of feeder 

cattle backgrounding found in the Pacific Northwest . 

Three hedging strategies, routine, moving average, and profit 

objective, were chosen from the relevant economic literature. A new 

method of hedging, the triangular probability distribution strategy, 

was also selected. The alternative strategies were evaluated for 

hedging the output of four production systems representative of 

Pacific Northwest backgrounding operations. Three production methods 

were simulated using data from 1975 to 1983 while the other was 

simulated from 1973 to 1983. 

It was assumed, for the purposes of this research, that the 

feeder cattle producer's objective in hedging was to increase the 

level, while decreasing the variability, of net income over time. The 

mean and standard deviation of annual net returns were computed for 

each hedging strategy to serve as measures of profitability and risk, 

respectively [Bullock et al.; Franzmann and Lehenbauer; Gorman et 

al.; McCoy and Price; Miyat and McLemore]. The results of not hedging 

were also obtained to provide a basis for comparing alternative 

hedging programs. Sample t and F tests were conducted to determine 

whether there were statistically significant differences between the 

means and standard deviations of the hedged and unhedged positions. 



Thesis Organization 

The remainder of this thesis consists of four chapters. The 

second chapter contains a review of selected literature pertaining to 

hedging cattle in the United States. A discussion of the hedging 

procedures evaluated by this research is also included. The third 

chapter details the production system models, method of analysis, and 

data employed by this thesis. The results of all analysis conducted 

are presented in Chapter IV. Finally, the summary, conclusion, and 

future research implications are provided in Chapter V. 



CHAPTER  II 

FUTURES MARKET HEDGING STRATEGIES 

Literature Review 

Several recent studies have evaluated the merits of futures 

market hedging strategies for cattle production. This body of 

literature has researched a number of strategies for hedging cattle 

sold in various stages of production and in various markets. It has 

also shown that futures market hedging can be an effective tool for 

mitigating price risk and increasing the producer's expected profit. 

None of this literature has focused specifically on hedging programs 

for the Pacific Northwest feeder cattle market. However, research has 

detennined that opportunities for price risk reduction do exist for 

this region. 

Carpenter [1980] examined whether the existence of basis 

variability and the lack of an effective futures contract delivery 

point could affect the potential for hedging feeder cattle in Oregon. 

Revenues from hedging in areas distant from delivery points are 

generally more variable than in areas convenient to delivery points 

[Leuthold, 1977]. Cash and futures prices may not converge in distant 

areas because the cost of delivery is too great. Producers cannot 

threaten delivery and the potential for arbitrage between spot and 

future prices is limited. When a producer places a hedge, he is 

speculating that the difference between the cash price and the 

futures price (the basis) will be less variable than the price in the 

local   cash market. However, if the basis variability is greater than 
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the variability of local prices, hedging in areas distant to delivery 

points would increase risk rather than reduce it. 

To determine the existence and severity of location basis 

variability in the Pacific Northwest, Carpenter estimated individual 

hedging revenue functions for four auctions and range markets: 

Northern California (Shasta), Montana (Billings), Washington and 

Oregon range sales, and Nebraska (Omaha). Hedging revenues, using 16, 

20, 24, and 32 week continuous hedges, were then compared. The 

hypothesis that location basis variability exists could not have been 

rejected if the variability of Pacific Northwest hedging revenues 

were shown to be significantly greater than the variability of 

hedging revenues in other areas. However, Carpenter's results showed 

no evidence to support the existence of location basis variability in 

the Pacific Northwest. Basis risk for all feeder cattle contracts was 

shown to be significantly less than cash price risk between 1972 and 

1979. Thus Oregon cattle producers should be able to effectively 

reduce the variability of their revenues by accepting basis risk and 

transferring the cash price risk to speculators. 

Although the use of futures market hedging should allow the 

Pacific Northwest rancher to effectively reduce his risk exposure, 

the determinant of his success will be recognizing when and when not 

to be hedged. To provide such important information, the rancher 

needs a reliable hedging program. A number of hedging strategies have 

already been developed and tested for feedlot operators [Franzmann 

and Lehenbauer; Gorman et al.]. These studies simulated hedging 

strategies over a number of years to calculate the level of profits 



which could have been achieved through each strategy's use. The 

average profits and the variances were then compared to the simulated 

results of the "no hedge" position. Strategies which yielded greater 

mean profits and lower variances (less risk) were viewed as superior 

hedges. 

Gorman, et. al., [1982] took a unique approach to simulating the 

costs and revenues of a feedlot. Rather than assuming feeding 

conditions, actual profits and losses from pens of cattle fed in a 

commercial feedlot were used as a basis for measuring the 

effectiveness of selected hedging strategies. Four hedging strategies 

were evaluated over a six and one-half year period. One of the four 

criteria employed alternative profit targets as decision guides for 

placing hedges. Localized futures prices (futures price minus the 

local market basis) were compared to estimated breakeven costs plus a 

$1.50 to $3.00 per hundredweight (cwt.) profit target. If the 

localized futures price exceeded the breakeven cost plus profit 

target, a hedge was set and retained until the cattle were sold. If 

the profit objective was not met, the cattle went unhedged and were 

sold in the cash market. 

The results of Gorman's study showed that a hedging strategy 

using a $3.00 profit objective could have yielded an average profit 

of $11.50 in the futures market. Unfortunately, this gain would not 

have been sufficient to offset a per head loss of $24.50 in the cash 

market. However, hedging could have cut the cash loss almost in half. 

The results also showed that on the average, hedging with a $3.00 

profit criteria could have been profitable in the futures market for 
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both the upward and downward trends of the cattle cycle during the 

period of June 1, 1971 to January 3, 1977. 

Franzmann and Lehenbauer [1979] tested the viability of using 

systems of moving averages for timing fed cattle hedges. Moving 

averages are a method of detecting upward and downward price trends 

in markets. A daily moving average is calculated each day using the 

same number of prices while always including the most recent price. 

The shorter the length of the moving average, the more responsive it 

is to the changes in the price trends. Therefore, in an upward 

trending market, a moving average based on a shorter period of time 

will lie above a longer moving average. When the shorter average 

crosses the longer moving average from above, a "top" in the market 

is signalled. For a short hedging strategy, this would be the signal 

to set a hedge. Conversely, a bottom is signalled when the shorter 

moving average crosses the longer average from below. 

Franzmann and Lehenbauer evaluated alternative combinations of 

moving averages to determine their ability to signal profitable 

hedges. They also developed and tested the use of weighting moving 

averages to give more weight to the most recent prices. A linear 

weighting scheme was employed in which the oldest price was given a 

weight of one, the second oldest price a weight of two, etc. The 

weighted prices were then summed and divided by the sum of the 

weights. They also tested various penetration rules which require 

that the averages cross by a pre-determi ned minimum before a top or 

bottom is signalled. 

Three production systems representative of Northcentral  and 
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Northwestern Oklahoma were simulated to test the alternative short 

hedging strategies. Actual cash prices from 1971 to 1977 were used to 

simulate the costs and revenues of each production system. Profits 

from the cash and futures markets were combined so that the average 

profit and standard deviation could be calculated for each hedging 

program. When compared to the no hedge position, all of the moving 

average strategies provided an increased average profit and a lower 

variance. Franzmann and Lehenbauer also emphasized that a hedger must 

commit himself to a strategy as the long run net returns should be 

higher and less variable even if the profits are lower in individual 

feeding periods. 

Miyat and McLemore [1982] examined hedging programs for 

backgrounding feeder cattle in Tennessee. Hedging strategies were 

simulated with the use of models representing summer and winter 

feeder cattle backgrounding operations from 1972 to 1979. Variations 

of profit objective, moving average, and point-and-f igure analysis 

hedging strategies were simulated and compared to the unhedged 

strategy. Like moving average strategies, hedging procedures based on 

point-and-figure analysis are trend following tools and usually 

result in signalling several hedges during a single production 

period. As with previous studies, Miyat and McLemore used the mean 

and variance of net returns to compare the effectiveness of simulated 

hedging strategies. 

The results of the research conducted by Miyat and McLemore 

indicated that Tennessee backgrounders could have obtained a greater 

mean net return, with a lower variance, relative to the cash market. 
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Profit objective strategies performed well for the simulated summer 

backgrounding operation. Moving average and point-and-figure hedging 

strategies were generally superior to the cash market by yielding 

higher average profits and lower variances. 

Strategies Evaluated for Hedging 
Pacific Northwest Feeder Cattle 

The literature review briefly introduced two of the hedging 

strategies which were tested by this research for hedging Pacific 

Northwest feeder cattle. The remainder of this chapter is devoted to 

detailing the profit objective and moving average strategies. Three 

other hedging systems will also be discussed: cash market, routine, 

and triangular probability distribution strategies. Hedging with 

triangular probability distributions is a new procedure which has 

never been tested empirically prior to this thesis. All futures 

market hedging strategies evaluated for cattle production in the 

Pacific Northwest are listed in table 1. 

Cash Market 

In this strategy, no use of the futures market is made. The 

rancher is fully exposed to cash price risk as the revenue is 

determined solely by the prices received in the spot market. The 

results of the no hedge strategy will provide the basis for comparing 

the effectiveness of the futures market hedging strategies. 
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Table 1. Hedging Strategies Evaluated for Feeder 
Cattle Production in the Pacific Northwest 

Cash Market 

Routine Strategy 

1. Place a hedge at the beginning of the production period and lift the 
hedge at the end of the production period. 

Moving Average Strategies 

2. 5-day/I0-day 

3. 5-day/IO-day, $.08 penetration rule 

4. 4-day/8-day 

5. 4-day/8-day, $. 10 penetration rule 

6. 3-day/4-day/8-day 

7. 3-day/4-day/8-day, $.04 penetration rule 

Profit Objective Strategies 

Hedge if the localized futures price is greater than or equal to the 
breakeven price plus a: 

8. 10 percent return to equity. 

9. 20 percent return to equity. 

10. 30 percent return to equity. 

11. 40 percent return to equity. 

Triangular Probability Distribution Strategies 

Hedge if the probability of negative net returns is less than or equal to: 

12. 0 percent. 

13. 10 percent. 

14. 20 percent. 

15. 30 percent. 
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The Routine Strategy 

The routine hedging strategy represents the simplest method of 

futures market hedging evaluated by this study. A hedge was placed 

(contracts sold) on the date that weaned calves were purchased and 

lifted (contracts purchased) when feeder cattle were sold. By 

following this procedure, cattle were hedged against a possible price 

decline for the entire production period. 

Moving Average Strategies 

Systems of moving averages are a method of detecting upward and 

downward price trends in the futures market. The objective of hedging 

with this procedure is to sell contracts at the top and purchase 

contracts at the bottom of a price trend. If moving averages succeed 

in indicating these high and low points, then cattle are hedged only 

when futures prices are decreasing. Moving averages are a 

discontinuous strategy as hedges can be placed and lifted more than 

once prior to the marketing period. 

Moving averages may provide a practical hedging system because 

they are conceptually simple and easy to calculate. For example, to 

calculate a four and eight day moving average, the four most recent 

daily closing futures prices are summed and divided by four. The 

following day, the most recent price is added, the oldest price is 

dropped, and the calculation is repeated. The eight day moving 

average is calculated using the same procedure except that the eight 

most recent daily closing futures market prices are used. 

The shorter  the  length   of  the  moving  average,   the  more 
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responsive it is to changes in the price trends. Therefore, in an 

upward trending, or strong market, the four day moving average will 

lie above the eight day average. When the four day average crosses 

the eight day from above, the top of the price trend is signalled. 

For a short hedging strategy, this would be the signal to set the 

hedge by selling an appropriate number of futures contracts (figure 

1). Conversely, a bottom in the market is signalled when the four day 

moving average crosses the eight day from below. 

Moving average strategies work best in markets which have large, 

pronounced price swings. They do not work well in markets typified by 

small price movements which do not follow a general upward or 

downward trend [Franzmann and Lehenbauer, 1979]. If the moving 

averages signal trades too frequently, the commission expenses could 

offset any gains due to hedging. Another problem with moving averages 

is that they will sometimes call "false signals" in the market 

[Franzmann and Lehenbauer, 1979]. Figure 2 shows how a false signal 

can cause a loss to the hedger when the futures market is rising. In 

this case, the hedger lost money because the contract was sold and 

then bought back at a higher price. 

One method of reducing false signals is to incorporate a third 

moving average of an even shorter length. For instance, a 3-day 

moving average can be used to reduce the false signals generated by a 

4-day/8-day system of averages. With these three moving averages, a 

top is signalled when the 3-day average leads the 4-day average in 

crossing the 8-day average from above. The 3-day moving average 

confirms the crossing action of the other two averages and eliminates 
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some of the false signals [Franzmann and Lehenbauer, 1979]. Another 

method of reducing false signals is through the addition of a 

"penetration rule" [Franzmann and Lehenbauer, 1979]. For a signal to 

be generated, the shorter moving average or moving averages must 

cross the longest moving average by some prespecified amount. 

A computer program was used to generate 3-day, 4-day, 5-day, 

8-day, and 10-day moving averages. The difference between moving 

averages was then used to locate signals for setting and lifting 

hedges. For instance, with a 5-day/10-day strategy a sell signal is 

generated when a 5-day moving average becomes less than the 10-day 

average. This occurs when the 10-day average minus the 5-day moving 

average changes from negative to positive. For the 3-day/4-day/8-day 

strategy, the differences between the 8-day and the 4-day moving 

average, and the 4-day and 3-day average would both have to be 

positive to generate a sell signal. With a four cent penetration 

rule, both would have to be $.04 or greater. 

Profit Objective Strategies 

Profit objective strategies use a criterion to select the 

appropriate timing for implementing a continous hedge. A hedge is 

placed only if the localized futures market price exceeds the 

breakeven price of production plus a desired profit target, or price 

objective. The hedge is then terminated when the cattle are marketed. 

The cattle remain unhedged throughout the production period if the 

profit objective criterion is not met. 

The localized futures price is calculated by subtracting an 
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estimate of the local basis from the futures price. If the basis 

estimate equals the actual basis when the contracts are purchased, 

the profit objective will be met. The desired level of net revenue 

will not be realized if the hedger underestimates the basis, while an 

overestimate will lead to a greater profit than expected. 

In using the profit objective strategy, the hedger attempts to 

secure some level of profit. If the futures price is localized 

correctly and the hedging criteria is met, the desired level of 

profit will be achieved in the cash market, the futures market, or 

the combination of both. However, there is no guarantee that the 

desired level of net income will be obtained if the hedger fails to 

lock in the price objective in the futures market. This can occur if 

the hedger's profit target is too high. The success or failure of 

hedging with profit objective strategies relies upon the hedger's 

choice of a profit objective and ability to accurately predict the 

basis. 

Basis estimates 

Bases were estimated on a monthly basis using the average 

monthly bases computed for previous years. For instance, assume a 

hedger intends to market cattle on August 22. Average weekly bases 

would first be obtained by subtracting the average cash price from 

the average futures price for the weeks of August 22, 18, 15, and 1. 

These four average weekly bases would then be averaged. This process 

would be repeated for each previous year in which price data is 

available. The August 22 basis could then be estimated by calculating 
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the average of the monthly bases calculated for each previous years. 

One standard deviation was computed and added to the basis 

estimate in order to reduce the risk of underestimating the local 

basis. Basis estimates for each year of each production system 

simulated are presented with the actual bases in appendix tables A-l 

through A-5. 

Profit objectives 

Profit objectives were based on a percentage return on the total 

equity invested in cattle. To calculate the total equity, the total 

pounds of weaned calves purchased by a simulated production system 

was calculated assuming either a one or two percent death loss. This 

figure, multiplied by the purchase price per pound, yields the total 

purchase cost of the animal. Eighty percent of the animal was assumed 

to be purchased on credit and 20 percent as equity. The total equity 

invested in cattle was then converted to a per hundredweight basis. 

Hedging strategies using profit objectives of 10, 20, 30, and 40 

percent returns to equity were evaluated by this study. These profit 

objectives and the hedging criteria employed by this strategy are 

reiterated in table 1. By hedging with a profit objective based on a 

desired return to equity, the hedger can determine whether his funds 

are better invested in cattle or some other activity. 

Triangular Probability Distribution Strategies 

Economic literature has shown the applicability of triangular 

probability  distributions to risk analysis for investment and 
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marketing decisions [Cassidy et al.; Nelson]. It seems that they 

could also be applied to evaluating price risks in cash and futures 

markets. However, a hedging strategy incorporating triangular 

probability distributions has never been tested empirically. 

Triangular distributions are unimodal and defined by estimates 

of a minimum, most likely, and maximum value of a variable [Cassidy 

et al., 1970]. A triangular probability distribution consisting of 

high, low, and most likely localized futures prices can be used to 

estimate the probability of meeting a profit objective in the futures 

market (figure 3). In this way, triangular probability distributions 

were used to add a new dimension to profit objective hedging 

strategies. If the adjusted futures price is greater than the price 

objective, a simple profit objective strategy would indicate that a 

hedge should be placed. A triangular distribution strategy will 

signal a hedge only if the expected income is greater, and the 

probability of meeting the profit objective is greater, than some 

predetermined confidence level. Thus, the added dimension is an 

estimate of the risk associated with an unpredictable basis. 

Signals to sell futures contracts were generated using a 

computer program developed at Oregon State University. A listing of 

the triangular probability distribution hedging program is provided 

in appendix C. The program requires that the user enter the following 

information: 

1. The price objective. 

2. Quantity of cattle marketed. 

3. An estimate of the lowest possible cash price. 
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Distribution Consisting of High, Low, and Most 
Likely Localized Futures Prices 
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4. An estimate of the most likely cash price. 

5. An estimate of the highest possible cash price. 

6. An estimate of the lowest possible basis. 

7. An estimate of the most likely basis. 

8. An estimate of the highest possible basis. 

9. The current futures price. 

10. The transaction cost of hedging. 

Using this information, the program constructs two triangular 

probability distributions. The high and low cash price estimates 

define the tails and the most likely cash price determines the mode 

of the first triangle. This distribution is used to calculate the 

probability of achieving the profit objective in the cash market. The 

second distribution is defined by estimates of the lowest, most 

likely, and highest localized futures prices. The computer program 

localizes the futures prices by subtracting the high, most likely, 

and lowest possible basis estimates from the current futures price. 

The lowest, most likely, and highest localized futures prices are 

calculated by subtracting the highest, most likely, and lowest 

possible bases from the given futures price. This distribution is 

used to compute the probability of locking in the desired localized 

futures price, which is greater than or equal to the price objective, 

by selling futures contracts at the given price level. A theoretical 

example of this procedure is provided in table 2. 

Using the integral of the triangular probability density 

function, the computer determines the expected gross income from 
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Table 2.    An Example of the Triangular Probability 
Di stri buti on Strategy 

Cash Price 
Estimates 

Basis 
Estimates 

Lorn       =  67 -2 

Likely -  72 0 

High  =  78 2.S 

Futures Price = 71.85 

Price Objective » 70.50 

70.50 70.50 

67 72 78 69.35     71.85    73.85 

Cash Prices Localized Futures Prices 

RESULTS 

No. 
Contra 

of 
cts 

Probability of Negative 
Net Income 

Average Weighted 
Revenue 

0 .20 121,520 

1 .18 121, 196 

2 .11 120. 873 

3 .06 120,550 

4 .16 120,226 
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hedging with different numbers of futures contracts. To do so, the 

probability distributions are separated into 40 intervals each. Gross 

revenues are then calculated for each combination of the 40 cash and 

localized futures prices. These revenues are weighted by the joint 

probability of both prices occurring and then summed to yield an 

average weighted revenue. Use of the joint probability assumes that 

the distribution of spot market prices and bases are independent 

probability distributions. Consquently, the results of this procedure 

are less reliable when the assumption of independence is not 

satisfied. 

The joint probability of failing to achieve the profit objective 

is also calculated and reported for each expected revenue. The 

probability of failure is the area under the triangular distribution 

to the left of the price objective. For the example in table 2., the 

probability of receiving a price in the cash market of less than 

$70.50 is 22 percent according to this distribution of cash price 

estimates. The probability of a futures market price below $70.50, 

depicted by the shaded area, is estimated to be 12 percent. 

The results of this program allow its user to evaluate risks and 

revenues from hedging with different numbers of futures contracts. 

Before using the program, the hedger would have to identify a desired 

profit objective and an acceptable level of risk. For this study, it 

was assumed that the producer wishes to achieve a 20 percent return 

to equity. Given this profit objective, four different confidence 

levels, 0, 10, 20, and 30 percent, were evaluated as alternative 

levels of acceptable risk. 
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An illustration of implementing different confidence levels can 

be illustrated given the results at the bottom of table 2. This 

example assumes that the hedger has an opportunity to sell futures 

contracts at a price of $71.85. The hedger wishes to evaluate the 

risk and returns associated with hedging cattle with up to four 

futures contracts. 

Hedgers preferring either the 20 or 30 percent confidence level 

have a choice of hedging with any given number of contracts. However, 

producers were assumed to hedge with the number of contracts which 

would yield the greatest average weighted revenue at an acceptable, 

or lower, level of risk. Thus, these decision makers would choose not 

to hedge at all, as hedging with zero contracts yields the highest 

average weighted revenue without exceeding their confidence limit. A 

hedger using a ten percent risk limit would sell three contracts at 

$71.85. The probability of obtaining the profit objective, by hedging 

with three contracts, is estimated to be less than 10 percent. 

Hedgers using lower confidence levels are willing to trade lower 

average weighted revenues for less risk. The hedger using the zero 

percent level of confidence would prefer to hedge at a higher futures 

price. The probability of not obtaining the profit objective is too 

high given a futures price of $71.85. 

In this case, the alternative of not hedging at all is the most 

risky. This is due to the high probability of locking in a localized 

futures price of $70.50 by selling futures contracts at $71.85. In 

other situations, the opposite may occur. This depends upon the 

relationship between the profit objective,  the futures price,  the 
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cash price projections, and the basis probabilities. 

This method of hedging utilizes triangular probability 

distributions to approximate the true cash market and basis 

probability distributions. The effectiveness of triangular 

distribution strategies may depend upon the validity of this 

procedure. The accuracy of basis and cash price estimates will also 

influence this strategy's performance. A discussion of the techniques 

employed by this research to identify high, low, and most likely 

basis and cash price forecasts follows. 

Basis estimates 

Basis estimates obtained for the profit objective strategies 

were used as the most likely bases. High and low bases were 

calculated by adding and subtracting two standard deviations from the 

most likely estimates. With this technique, a basis which showed 

greater variability in the past produces a wider range of high and 

low basis estimates. 

Cash price estimates 

All hedging strategies were analyzed using four simulated 

production systems representing different modes of cattle 

backgrounding in the Pacific Northwest. These production systems are 

discussed in the following chapter. In order to analyze triangular 

probability distribution strategies for these alternative mode of 

production, the following cash market price forecasts were required: 

700-800 pound feeder steers for the first, second, and third quarter 
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of years 1975 to 1983; and 600-700 pound feeder steers for the second 

quarter of 1973 to 1983. High and low feeder steer price forecasts 

were calculated by adding and subtracting three dollars from the most 

likely price per hundredweight of the most likely cash market price 

forecasts. 

The most likely price of 600-700 pound feeder cattle in the 

second quarter was predicted using estimations of the regression 

equation shown in table 3. The model forecasts quarterly 600-700 

pound feeder cattle prices in Kansas City two quarters into the 

future using the current feeder steer price, the ratio of slaughter 

cattle, corn prices, and dummy variables denoting the different 

quarters. The model was reestimated each year from 1972 to 1982, 

using quarterly data collected from 1968 to 1982. All data were 

provided by the United States Department of Agriculture, Economic 

Statistics and Cooperative Service. Forecasts were obtained by 

plugging current fourth quarter prices into the equation estimated 

for the previous second quarter endogenous feeder steer price. These 

predicted values are listed with the April 10 prices for 600-700 

pound feeder steers at Oregon-Washington Direct Trade in appendix 

B-2. 

Prices for 700-800 pound feeder steers were estimated using 

seasonal indices. Unlike the regression model, seasonal indices do 

not rely upon supply and demand indicators to predict cattle prices. 

Only average seasonal price movements are utilized. An example of the 

estimation procedure is provided in table 4. To obtain the quarter 

indices,  the following  steps are performed [Handke  and Futrell, 
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Table 3.    Regression Equation for Predicting Quarterly 
Prices of 600-700 pound Feeder Cattle 

PFSt+2 = So + BiPFS + 82SCR ♦ B3O1  + B4D2 + B5O3 ♦ E 

•here:     PFS = price of 600-700 pound choice feeder steers 
at Kansas City 

SCR = price of 900-1100 pound choice slaughter steers 
at Omaha/price of number two yellow corn at Chicago 

Oi = 1,  if the quarter = 1 

02 a 1.  if the quarter = 2 

03 » 1,  if the quarter = 3 

E » random error term 
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Table 4.    Example Estimation of 700-800 pound Feeder 
Steer Prices Using the Index Method 

Data bv Quarters 

Year First Second Third Fourth 
Overall Quarterly 
Averaaes bv Year 

1974 41.11 36.19 27.78 23.31 32.10 

1975 22.00 29.29 22.82 30.69 26.20 

1976 34.48 38.79 33.50 29.23 34.00 

Totals 97.59 104.27 84.10 83.23 92.30 

Ave. for 
Quarter 9.76 10.43 8.41 8.32 

Overall Average 
9.23 

Seasonal 
Index 1.06 1.13 .91 .90 

Average Index 
100.00 

Forecasts 

Quarter Comoutation 

I (29.23/. 90) x 1.06 = 34.43 

II (29.23/.9Q) x 1.13 =36.70 

III (29.23/. 90) x 0.91 = 35.69 
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1978]: 

1. Compute the column totals for each quarter. 

2. Calculate the quarterly average total. 

3. Compute the quarterly average by dividing 
each quarter's total by the number of years 
being used. 

4. Obtain the quarterly seasonal indices by 
dividing each of the quarterly column totals 
by the quarterly average total. 

First, second, and third quarter cattle prices were forecasted 

using the fourth quarter price and index from the previous year. The 

forecasts are calculated in the following manner: 

5. Divide the fourth quarter price by the fourth 
quarter index. 

6. Multiply the result of step five by the index 
of the quarter to be predicted. 

Indices were calculated using this procedure for years 1974 to 

1982 to estimate 700-800 pound feeder steer prices for 1975 to 1983. 

Actual February 15, May 1, June 15, and August 1, cattle prices are 

listed with their corresponding quarterly price forecasts in 

appendices B-l, 6-3, and B-4. 
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CHAPTER III 

RESEARCH DESIGN 

The previous chapter detailed the strategies evaluated for 

hedging Pacific Northwest feeder cattle. The methods by which these 

strategies were used to generate hedging signals was included in the 

discussion. A review of the relevant literature outlined the 

techniques employed in recent studies to analyze systems of hedging 

feeder and slaughter cattle. These studies simulated hedging 

strategies using either representative models of typical cattle 

production systems or data collected from actual operations. Hedging 

procedures were simulated over a number of years to calculate the 

level of profits which could have been achieved through each 

strategy's use. The average profits and variances were then compared 

to the results of the unhedged position. 

The purpose of this chapter is to discuss the procedures 

employed in evaluating the hedging strategies identified in Chapter 

II. This includes a discussion of the four production systems for 

which hedging strategies were tested, procedures used to simulate the 

hedges, data requirements, and techniques for evaluating the relative 

merits of the alternative hedging programs. 

Cattle Production Systems 

Each of the hedging strategies identified in Chapter II was 

evaluated for feeder cattle production in the Pacific Northwest. Four 

modes of feeder cattle backgrounding  indigenous  to Oregon  were 
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assumed to be adequately representative of the feeder cattle 

backgrounding industry in the Pacific Northwest. The costs and 

revenues of these production systems were simulated, using historical 

data, to determine if hedging could have improved the financial 

soundness of these operations. 

Breakeven Prices 

The breakeven price of production is defined as the minimum cash 

market price which a producer can receive for feeder cattle without 

incurring negative net returns. Breakeven prices were computed for 

each mode of production and year included in the study. Only the 

variable costs of producing cattle were included in these 

calculations. Any return above the breakeven price was a return to 

management and the fixed factors of production. Breakeven prices were 

calculated on a per head basis using enterprise budget sheets. 

Development of the Enterprise Budget Sheets 

The production costs of four alternative cattle backgrounding 

operations were simulated using enterprise budget sheets. The 

information required to develop budgets was supplied by Oregon county 

extension agents. As previously mentioned, these budgets include only 

the variable costs of producing cattle. Fixed cost, marketing costs, 

and the opportunity cost of the manager's labor were not included. 

In order to facilitate the simulation of alternative production 

systems using enterprise budgets, several simplifying assumptions 

were made: 
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1. The method of producing cattle was the same 
in each year of the study. 

2. Cattle were purchased and marketed on the 
same dates in each year of the study. 

3. The same quantity of cattle (approximately 
168,000 pounds) were marketed in each year of 
the study. 

4. Only feeder steers were produced. Feeder 
heifers were not backgrounded during the 
period of analysis. 

A description of the four alternative production systems 

follows. Enterprise budget sheets developed for each simulated cattle 

operation are presented in tables 5 to 8, and 10. 

Production System 1 

This type of cattle producing operation is commonly referred to 

as a "warm-up lot." It is similar to a feedlot although the cattle 

are enclosed in much larger pens. This method of production involves 

purchasing 550 pound calves during mid-October and marketing 800 

pound steers the following mid-February. During this period, calves 

are fed a mixture of barley, alfalfa, hay, and silage. 

No feeder cattle futures market contract is offered for the 

month of February. Therefore, all hedges for this operation were 

performed using prices quoted for the March contract. The enterprise 

budget developed for this mode of production is shown in table 5. 
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Table 5.    Enterprise Budget, Production System 1 

Based on:      1.    550 lb.   calves purchased October 15 

2,    800 lb.  calves sold February 15 

EXPENSES 

Calf cost 

(500-600 lb. feeder steer) 

Feed cost 

Barley 

Alfalfa hay 

Silage 

Death loss 

Veterinary & Medical 

Interest 

Cattle 

Feed 

Opportunity cost of equity 

Yardage fee & other 

VALUE (dollars) 

5.50 x price/cwt. 

4.63 lbs./day x 120 days x price/lb. 

4.63 lbs./day x 120 days x price/lb. 

21.63 lbs./day x 120 days x price/lb. 

.01 x calf cost 

3.00 (1983 dollars) 

(annual prime rate/3) x (.80 x calf cost) 

(annual prime rate/3) x total feed cost 

(annual T-bill rate/3) x (.20 x calf cost) 

19.20 (1983 dollars) 
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Production System 2 

Production system two represents a cattle operation which 

typically purchases 450 pound calves during mid-November and feeds a 

mixture of oat hay and feed supplements throughout the winter. The 

wintered calves are then sold the following April tenth at 600 

pounds. It was assumed that this production system would sell and buy 

only April futures contracts. The budget employed to simulate the 

variable costs of production system two is presented in table 6. 

Production System 3 

This type of cattle producing operation is generally located in 

the warm winter areas of the Pacific Northwest. Calves are purchased 

on the first of November and sold either the following May first at 

750 pounds, or June fifteenth at 800 pounds. The calves are winter 

fed on hay and feed concentrates, and then placed on grass pastures 

for either two and one-half, or four months. The two possible 

marketing options available to production system three give rise to 

three combinations of marketing and hedging strategies. Hedging 

procedures were simulated for each of the three variations which will 

be referred to as production systems 3.A, 3.B, and 3.C. 

Production systems 3.A and 3.B 

Production system 3.A was simulated to represent an operation 

which always marketed cattle on May 1 during the study period. 

Hedging strategies were evaluated for operation 3.A using only the 

May  contract prices.  Production  system 3.B was assumed to  have 
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Table 6. Enterprise Budget, Production System 2 

Based on:  1. 450 lb. calves purchased November 15 

2. 600 lb. calves sold April 10 

EXPENSES VALUE (dollars) 

Calf cost 

(400-500 lb. feeder steer) 

Feed cost 

Oat hay 
Supplement 

Death loss 

Non-feed costs 

Interest 

Cattle 

Feed 

Opportunity cost of equity 

4.50 x price/cat. 

13.00 lbs. /day x 145 days x price/lb. 
.15 lbs./day x 145 days x 0.11 (1980 dollars) 

.01 x calf cost 

.11/day (1980 dollars) x 145 days 

(annual prime rate/2.48) x (.80 x calf cost) 

(annual prime rate/2.46) x total feed cost 

(annual T-bill rate/2.48) x (.20 x calf cost) 
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marketed cattle on June 15. This mode of production hedged with the 

August contract as a feeder cattle futures contracts are not offerred 

for the months of June and July. 

Seperate enterprise budget sheets were developed for production 

system 3.A and 3.B. These budgets are presented in tables 7 and 8. 

The differences between these budgets reflect the additional costs of 

backgrounding cattle from May first to June fifteenth. 

Production system 3.C 

Production system 3.C represents a cattle operation which 

maintained the option of marketing cattle on either May first or June 

fifteenth. Two different criteria were employed to choose between the 

available marketing and hedging options. Table 9 outlines the 

calculations and decision rule of each criteria. 

The first criterion concerns the decision of when to sell cattle 

in the cash market. The spot market revenue per head on May 1, which 

is known to the producer on that day, was compared to an estimate of 

the expected June 15 revenue minus the additional production costs 

for the 45 day period. If the known May 1 revenue exceeded the 

expected net revenue of June 15, the feeder steers were sold in the 

cash market on May 1. Conversely, cattle were marketed on June 15 if 

the May 1 revenue was less than the expected net revenue on June 15. 

Calculation of the June 15 revenue required a forecast of the June 15 

price per hundredweight of 700-800 pound cattle. The June 15 price 

was estimated by adjusting the May 1 price with a three year moving 

average of the difference between the May 1 and June 15 price.  The 



Table 7. Enterprise Budget, Production System 3.A 

Based on:  1. 500 lb. calves purchased November 1 

2. 750 lb. calves sold hay 1 
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EXPENSES 

Calf cost 

(400-500 lb. feeder steer) 

Feed cost 

Hay 

Grass 

Salt & minerals 

Death loss 

Veterinary & Medical 

Interest 

Cattle 

Feed 

Opportunity cost of equity 

Overhead 

Labor 

Taxes, maintenance, & other 

VALUE (dollars) 

5.00 x price/cwt. 

0.6 tons x price/ton 

12.50/month (1983 dollars) x 2.50 months 

2.50 (1983 dollars) 

.02 x calf cost 

7.00 (1983 dollars) 

(annual prime rate/2) x (.80 x calf cost) 

(annual prime rate/2) x total feed costs 

(annual T-bill rate/2) x (.20 x calf cost) 

.07 x non-animal costs 

9.00 (1983 dollars) 

5.00 (1983 dollars) 
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Based on:  1. 500 lb. calves purchased November 1 

2. 750 lb. calves sold June 15 
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EXPENSES 

Calf cost 

(400-500 lb. feeder steer) 

Feed cost 

Hay 

Grass 

Salt & minerals 

Death loss 

Veterinary & Medical 

Interest 

Cattle 

Feed 

Opportunity cost of equity 

Overhead 

Labor 

Taxes, maintenance. & other 

VALUE (dollars) 

5.00 x price/ct»t. 

0.6 tons x price/ton 

12.50/month (1983 dollars) x 4 months 

3.00 (1983 dollars) 

.02 x calf cost 

9.00 (1983 dollars) 

(annual prime rate/1.6) x (.80 x calf cost) 

(annual prime rate/1.5) x total feed costs 

(annual T-bill rate/1.6) x (.20 x calf cost) 

.07 x non-animal costs 

9.00 (1983 dollars) 

5.00 (1983 dollars) 
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Table 9. Criteria Employed to Choose Among Available 
Marketing and Hedging Options, Production 
System 3.C 

CRITERIA 1. 

Decision rule: Sell cattle in the cash market on May 1 if the revenue 
per head is greater than the estimated June 15 revenue 
per head, otherwise sell cattle on June 15. 

Hay 1 Revenue per head » CPmt x 7.50 

t-1 
Expected June IS Revenue per head = 8.00(CPint ♦ ( I (CPjt " CPnit)/3) - CFO 

i=t-3 

•nere:  CPmt s "ay 1 cash price/c«t. of 700-800 lb. feeder steers 

CPjt = June 15 cash price/cwt. of 700-800 lb. feeder steers 

CFt = Cost of keeping cattle an additional 4S days 
t • 1975 1983 

CRITERIA 2. 

Decision rule: Roll over the Hay contract, hedge to tfte August contract 
if the adjusted May 1 spread is greater than zero. 

Adjusted flay 1 spread = (FPgt - FP^t) ♦ ((FPmt - CPmt) - BEjt) 

where:  FPat = May 1 futures price/cwt. feeder cattle. August contract 

FPmt ■ May 1 futures price/cwt. feeder cattle. May contract 

CPmt = "ay 1 cash price/cwt. 700-800 lb. feeder steers 

BEjt s -June 15 basis estimate 

t = 1975 1983 
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expected June 15 net revenue was then obtained by subtracting the 

additional cost of backgrounding cattle, from May 1 to June 15, from 

the estimated June 15 revenue. This cost factor included the grass, 

salt and minerals, veterinary and medical, interest, and overhead 

costs of backgrounding cattle for an additional 45 days. 

If the first criterion indicated June 15 as the preferable 

marketing date, the second criterion was utilized to decide whether 

or not to "roll over" the hedge to the August contract. Rolling over 

the hedge involved simultaneously lifting the May contract hedge 

while placing a hedge with the August contract. One method of making 

this determination is to adjust the May first spread between the 

August and May futures prices with the expected change in basis 

[Board of Trade of the City of Chicago; Purcell]. This procedure is 

outlined in table 9. A positive adjusted spread implies that the 

producer should hedge, as the August contract basis on May 1 is 

greater than the expected June 15 August contract basis. A decrease 

in the basis insures that the producer will obtain a profit by 

hedging. 

Production System 4 

Production system four represents a Pacific Northwest yearling 

operation, located east of the Cascade Mountain range, which produces 

hay and cattle. Feeder calves are purchased at the beginning of 

November and sold the following August first at 800 pounds. The 

animals are fed hay until mid-April and pastured for the remainder of 

the production period.  The enterprise budget developed for this 
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cattle operation is shown in table 10. 

Quantification of the Production System Budgets 

A number of historical price series were required to calculate 

feed and calf costs. Barley, hay, and alfalfa hay average annual 

prices from 1973 to 1983 were taken from commodity data sheets 

compiled by the Extension Economic Information Office, Oregon State 

University. Weekly prices for 400-500 pound, 500-600 pound, 600-700 

pound, and 700-800 pound, medium-frame, feeder steers were obtained 

from Livestock Detailed Quotations as provided by the United States 

Department of Agriculture, Agricultural Marketing Service, Livestock, 

Meat, Grain, and Seed Division. Prices were collected for years 1972 

to 1983, for 400-500, 500-600, and 600-700 pound, and from 1974 to 

1983 for 700-800 pound steers for the Oregon-Washington Direct Trade 

Market. Prices reported from Oregon-Washington Direct Trade are the 

average of several Pacific Northwest cattle auctions and represent 

the price level of the region rather than a specific market. 

The availability of cattle price data limited the length of the 

study period. Production system two, which was assumed to market 

600-700 pound cattle, was simulated from 1973 to 1983. Production 

systems one, three, and four were simulated from 1975 to 1983 as they 

were assumed to market 700-800 pound backgrounded steers. Prices of 

600-700 pound steers in 1972 and 700-800 pound steers in 1974 were 

reserved to calculate basis estimates for 1973 and 1975, 

respectively. 

It was  assumed  that 20 percent of the cost of calves was 



Table 10. Enterprise Budget, Production System 4 

Based on:  1. 450 lb. oalves purchased November 1 

2. 800 lb. calves sold August 1 
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EXPENSES VALUE (dollars) 

Calf cost 

(400-500 lb. feeder steer) 

Feed cost 

Hay 

Pasture 

Salt & minerals 

Death loss 

Veterinary & Medical 

Interest 

Cattle 

Feed 

Opportunity cost of equity 

Overhead 

4.50 x price/cot. 

17 lbs./day x 150 days x .04/lb. (1983 
dollars) 

6.00 (1983 dollars) x 1 AUH x 4 months 

3.00 (1983 dollars) 

.01 x calf cost 

7.00 (1983 dollars) 

(annual prime rate/1.33) x (.80 x calf cost) 

(annual prime rate/1.33) x total feed cost 

(annual T-bill rate/1.33) x (.20 x calf cost) 

.07 x non-animal costs 
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purchased as equity and 80 percent on credit. The 90-day Treasury 

Bill rate was used to calculate the opportunity cost of the 

producer's equity as it represents the time value of money placed in 

a short term investment. Interest costs for cattle and feed were 

calculated using the annual average prime rate charged by banks. All 

interest charges and opportunity costs were calculated on a simple 

rather than a compound basis. The 90-day Treasury Bill rate and 

average prime rate were taken from Business Conditions Digest 

published by the United States Department of Commerce. 

All variable cost items which were stated in constant dollar 

terms were indexed using the index of prices paid by farmers as 

provided by the Crop Reporting Board of the United States Department 

of Agriculture. 

Hedging Procedure 

The Feeder Cattle Futures Contract 

Live feeder cattle contracts have been offered by the Chicago 

Mercantile Exchange since November of 1971. One contract, or trading 

unit, is defined as 42,000 pounds of feeder steers which weigh an 

average of 650 pounds each. Not less than eighty percent of the 

animals must be of the USDA choice or better grade, and not more than 

twenty percent may be USDA good grade. Contracts are offered for the 

months of January, March, April, May, August, September, October, and 

November. The price of a feeder cattle contract is reported on a per 

hundredweight (cwt.) basis. Daily high, low, and closing futures 

prices from 1971 to 1983 were supplied by the Center for the Study of 
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Futures Markets at the Columbia University Business School. 

The exchange has a number of rules for regulating the delivery 

procedure and for penalizing deviations from the contract 

specification. However, it was assumed that the Pacific Northwest 

cattle producer would never attempt delivery on a futures market 

contract. This is not an unreasonable assumption as the closest 

futures market delivery point is Billings, Montana. A producer 

attempting delivery in Montana would incur substantial transportation 

costs and transit weight loss, which in most years would be greater 

than the closing basis. 

Simulating the Hedges 

Production systems 1, 2, 3.B, and 4 were assumed to market 

approximately 168,000 pounds of cattle each year. Operations 1, 3.B, 

and 4 sold 210 head of 800 pound cattle and operation number 2 

marketed 280 head of 600 pound cattle. Production system 3.A produced 

210 head of 750 pound cattle, or approximately 157,000 pounds per 

year. Revenues from the routine, moving average, and profit objective 

strategies were simulated using four feeder cattle contracts. Hedging 

with triangular probability distributions occasionally involved using 

less than four futures contracts. 

The Chicago Mercantile Exchange reports daily high, low, and 

closing futures prices. The closing (settlement) price was chosen to 

represent the general price level of each day's trading. Therefore, 

all contracts were bought and sold at the daily closing price. If a 

futures market price was not quoted for the date of the cash market 
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purchase or sale of cattle, the closest previous price quotation was 

used. 

Contracts were never sold within two weeks of the anticipated 

cash market sale regardless of the hedging strategy employed. If a 

hedge was placed, using a moving average strategy, but a buy signal 

was not generated before the end of the production period, the hedge 

was lifted on the date that cattle were sold. 

Cost of Hedging 

There are two types of costs associated with trading futures 

contracts through a brokerage firm. The first is the commission which 

brokerage firms charge for their services. A brokerage commission of 

50 dollars per contract was assumed for all of the production periods 

simulated [Miyat and McLemore, 1982]. The commission covers the cost 

of both selling and buying a single futures contract. 

The second cost of hedging is the initial margin deposit. An 

initial margin is paid as a security deposit on each contract. When a 

hedger liquidates his position in the futures market, the margin 

deposit is refunded in full but without interest. Therefore, the 

opportunity cost associated with the margin requirement was 

calculated and included as a cost of hedging. A simple interest 

charge was computed using the 90-day Treasury Bill rate. The quantity 

of a minimum deposit is determined by the commodity exchange. 

Therefore, data for the initial margin requirements were obtained 

from the Chicago Mercantile Exchange. Brokers have the option of 

charging more than the deposit established by the exchange. However, 
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it was assumed that only the minimum requirement was charged in any 

year. 

In addition to the initial margin, a maintenance margin is 

charged if the hedger's position in the futures market shows a large 

net loss. If the loss causes the equity in the account to fall below 

75 percent of the original margin, additional funds may be required 

in order to maintain the value of the account at the required minimum 

[Powers and Vogel, 1981]. Conversely, a favorable price movement may 

cause funds to be credited to the trader's account. However, it was 

assumed that the probability of the futures market moving in a 

favorable position is equal to the probability of receiving a margin 

call [Miyat and McLemore, 1982]. Consequently, the opportunity cost 

of additional margin requirements was ignored. 

Method of Analysis 

Evaluation of the Hedging Programs 

This study assumes that the cattle producer's objective in 

hedging is to increase the average level and decrease the variability 

of net income over time. Therefore, the mean and variance approach 

was employed as the method of analysis [Franzmann and Lehenbauer; 

Gorman et al.; McCoy and Price; Miyat and McLemore]. The mean and 

standard deviation of the annual profits calculated for a hedging 

strategy were compared to the results of the cash market position to 

determine whether hedging increased the operation's net returns and 

decreased the exposure to price risk over the period analyzed. Tests 

of  significance  were also performed to test for statistically 
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significant differences between the mean and standard deviations of 

the cash market and the various hedging strategies. Finally, the most 

efficient, or dominant, hedging strategies were identified for each 

cattle backgrounding system. 

Computation of the Results 

Returns net of variable costs were calculated for each 

production system on a yearly basis. Table 11 lists the formulas 

employed to compute annual cash and futures market profits. All net 

income figures were inflated to 1983 dollars using the Consumers' 

Price Index for Portland, Oregon as provided by the Department of 

Labor, Bureau of Labor Statistics. The mean and standard deviation of 

the indexed annual profits were obtained over the entire period 

evaluated for each production strategy. The mean and standard 

deviation were calculated to serve as measures of average 

profitability and risk, respectively. Annual net returns were put 

into constant dollar terms to remove any statistical bias caused by 

inflation. Had nominal figures been used the mean-variance analysis 

would favor strategies which produced greater net revenues in more 

recent years. 

Tests of Significance 

Sample one-tailed t-tests were conducted to evaluate the null 

hypothesis that there is no statistically significant difference 

between the mean net return of the cash market strategy and the mean 

net return of each hedging strategy [Miller and Freund, 1965].  If the 
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Table 11. Formulas Used to Compute Annual Profit Figures 

Cash Market Profit 

(CPs - BEP) x 1680 

Production system 3.A 

(CPs - BEP) x 1570 

Futures Market Profit 

Continous hedge 

[(FPs - FPB) x 1680] - CH 

Oiscontinous hedge 

n 
Z [(FPs - FPB) - CH/cwt.] x 1680 
1=1 

Total Profit 

Cash market profit + Futures market profit 

•here: CP$ * Price/cwt. of cattle sold in the cash market. 

BEP ■ Breakeven price/cwt. of producing cattle. 

FPs ■ Sell prioe/owt. of a futures contract. 

FPB = Purchase price/cwt. of a futures contract. 

CH = Cost of hedging 
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sample t-statistic is greater than the critical t-value at the 80 

percent level of significance, the null hypothesis is rejected. This 

implies that the mean profit computed for the futures market strategy 

is significantly greater than the average cash market net revenue. If 

the absolute value of a negative sample t is greater than the 

critical t-value, the null hypothesis is rejected in favor of the 

alternative hypothesis that the mean hedging strategy profit is 

significantly lower. The mean net return of a hedging system is not 

significantly different from that of the cash market if the absolute 

value of the sample t-statistic is less than or equal to the critical 

t. 

The null hypothesis that the variance of a hedged and unhedged 

strategy are equal was evaluated with an F-test [Rowe et al., 1978]. 

If the sample F-statistic is greater than the critical F at the 90 

percent level of significance, the null hypothesis is rejected in 

favor of the alternative hypothesis that the variances are not equal. 

However, a calculated F which is less than or equal to the critical 

F-value implies that the variances are statistically equal. 

The test statistics used to calculate the sample t and F 

statistics are presented in table 12 and 13. These tests were 

conducted assuming that the annual net returns of each strategy are 

normally distributed. However, this assumption is not valid as all of 

these distributions exhibit some degree of skewness or lack of 

symmetry. The degree and direction of a distribution's skewness may 

enter into the producer's decision making process [Anderson et al., 

1977].  For example, a producer may prefer a marketing strategy which 
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Table 12. Sample t-test Used to Evaluate the Equality 
of the Mean Annual Profits 

Smith-Satterth»aite t-test 

HQ:  YT = Y2 

Ha:  7i > 72 

test statistic 

f = ■ 

Yi - Y2 

/ 2  2 

1 h+S2 
ni  n2 

with: 

s1 

s1/n1 
2 

n-j - 1    n2 - 1 

Source: Miller and Freund. 1965. 

degrees of freedom 
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Table 13. F-test Used to Evaluate the Equality of Variances 

F-test test statistic 

2  2 2 
HQ:  Si = S2 Si 

F =   with ni - 1 and n2 -1 
2   2 2 degrees of freedom 

Ha:  Si * S2 S2 

Source: Rowe, Brenne, Barnes, Ewert, 1978. 
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has a positively skewed distribution of profits over another strategy 

having the same mean and standard deviation but with negative 

skewness. However, skewness was not considered in the evaluation of 

futures market hedging strategies. 

Dominant Strategies 

Efficient, or dominant, hedging strategies were identifed for 

each cattle backgrounding system. An efficient strategy yielded the 

lowest standard deviation, or least risk, given some level of profit. 

For every dominated strategy, there is a more efficient hedging 

procedure which obtained either a lower standard deviation at the 

same level of mean profit, a greater average profit with the same 

standard deviation, or both a greater mean profit and a smaller 

standard deviation. 
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Chapter IV 

RESULTS 

Annual net returns computed for the various hedging strategies 

are listed in tables 14, 16, 18, 20, 22, and 25 for each simulated 

cattle operation. The means, standard deviations, t and F statistics 

of alternative hedging strategies are presented in tables 15, 17, 19, 

21, 24, and 26 for each method of production. Means and standard 

deviations are also depicted graphically and dominant strategies are 

identified in figures 4 through 9. 

Results of Production System 1 

Routine Strategy 

Table 15 and figure 4 show that the routine hedging strategy 

produced a lower mean profit and slightly lower standard deviation 

compared to the cash market strategy of production system one. Feeder 

cattle prices increased during the period of October 15 to February 

15 in five of the nine years simulated causing cash market profits to 

be offset by futures market losses. Futures market revenues during 

years of price declines were not substantial enough to significantly 

increase the mean and decrease the variability of the annual net 

revenues. 

Moving Average Strategies 

All moving average strategies yielded lower standard deviations 

and all   but one produced a higher average net income relative to the 



Table 14.    Annual  Net Returns Calculated for Production System 1 

Strategy 1978 

Cast) 

Routine 

noulnq Averages 

2. S-day/lO-day 

J. S-Oay/lO-oay 
t.oa penetration 

4-day/a-aay 

A-day/S-day 
* 10 penetration 

6. 3-day/«-d3y/8-day 

7. ]-day/4-day/8-day 
t.04 penetration 

Profit Objectives 

8. Breakeven price • 10* 

9. Breakeven price • 20* 

10. Breakeven price • 30* 

11. Breakeven price • 40* 

-35000.00 43».04 -5913.16 -7284.27 

-12917.41 -20968.62 -2304.74 -32941.86 

-20844.19 3153.2 -919.5* -11164.IS 

-18748.37 2182.98 -5111.12 -10525.86 

-16224.59 -1960.68 -274.84 -8851.30 

-24733.19 3685.60 -2908.49 -10089.10 

-18092.07 

-19492.96 

5979.19 

7802.59 

580.26 -10140.40 

-111.05 -10140.40 

-35000.00 4325.04 -5913.16 -7284.27 

-35000.00 4325.04 -5913.16 -7284.27 

-35000.00 4325.04 -5913.16 -7264.27 

-35000.00 4325.04 -5913.16 -7284.27 

33276.90   8613.30   -478.42   9589.60 

8587.53    1386.94  15315.66  16615.15 

20260.55   14313.62   5317.46  12145.71 

15762.09   11357.39   2965.41   8622.05 

20257.47 

20555.99 

20257.47 

20257.47 

9263.17 

10385.49 

14945.59 

21211.56 

5682.50 15907.80 

2706.68 13014.41 

4944.71 16080.35 

1036.26 13014.41 

6787.20 

-767.76 

-894.72 

1036.60 

1088.60 

2723.32 

2541.60 

2204.94 

14267.36 11114.34 15315.66 17049.55 6787.20 

15396.59 13053.54 15315.66 9589.60 6787.20 

19027.31 15148.30 15315.66 9589.60 6787.20 

20771.87 16163.05 16572.03 S309.60 6787.20 

Triangular Probability Olstrloutlons 

12.  0* -12917.41 4325.04 

■ 3. 10* -12917.41 4325.04 

14. 20* -12917.41 4325.04 

15. 30* -12917.41 4325.04 

-5913.16 -7284.27 

-5913.16 -7284.27 

-5913.16 -7284.27 

-5913.16 -7284.27 

21030.51 17139.73 -478.42 9589.60 6787.20 

15375.15 15136.48 15315.66 9589.60 6787.20 

14267.22 11102.53 15315.66 16615.15 6787.20 

14267.22 11102.53 15315.66 16615.15 6787.20 
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Table 15. Means, Standard Deviations, and t and F Statistics 
of the Annual Net Returns Calculated for 
Production System 1, 1975 to 1983 

Critical t.io = t* Critical F. 10,3, g = 2.59 

Strateav 
hean 

(t) (f) 
Std. deviation 

(F) 

Cash 1546.24 18131.54 

Routine -3403.42 
(-0.57) (1.337) 

17690.42 
0.35) 

Moving Averages 

2. S-day/IO-day 2374.22 
( 0.11)(1.34S) 

12802. 04 
(2.27) 

3. 5-day/10-day 
$.08 penetration 

837.91 
(-0.10)(1.3S0) 

10868.68 
(3.13) 

4. 4-day/8-day 2765.35 
( 0.17)(1.34S) 

11507.52 
(2.80) 

5. 4-day/8-day 
$. 10 penetration 

1704.52 
'( 0.02)0.341) 

• 13341.38 
(2.09) 

6. 3-day/4-day/8-day 4121.86 
( 0.35)04.61) 

12432.59 
(2.40) 

7. 3-day/4-day/8-day 
$.04 penetration 

3975.87 
( 0.32)0.341) 

13402.58 
(2.07) 

Profit Objectives 

8. Breakeven price * 10* 2297.97 
( 0.90)0.337) 

16519.63 
0.36) 

9. Breakeven price * 20* 1807.80 
( 0.03)0.337) 

16133.68 
0.43) 

10. Breakeven price * 30* 2443.96 
( 0.11)0.337) 

16740.97 
0.32) 

11. Breakeven price + 40* . 2892.60 
( 0.16)0.337) 

17184.71 
0.26) 
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Table 15.    Continued 

Strateav 
Mean 

(t) (t*) 
Std. deviation 

(F) 

Triangular Probability Distributions 

12.  0* 3586'. 53 
( 0.29) (1.345) 

11358.53 
(2.88) 

13, 10* 4490.48 
( 0.42)(1.350) 

10783. 18 
(3.19) 

14. 20% 4699.77 
( 0.44) (1.350) 

10944.86 
(3.10) 

IS. 30% 4699.77 
( 0.44)(1.350) 

10944.86 
(3.10) 
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2.0 

Figure 4.    Means and Standard Deviations of the Annual Net 
Returns Calculated for Production System 1 
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unhedged position. However, only strategies three and four obtained 

significantly lower standard deviations while none of the mean 

returns calculated for moving average strategies were different from 

the cash market at the 80 percent level of significance. The addition 

of penetration rules failed to enhance the mean profits of strategies 

two, four, and six, and decrease the standard deviation of strategies 

four and six. 

Profit Objective Strategies 

Each variation of the profit objective strategy generated a 

lower standard deviation and a higher average net income than the 

cash market. However, none of these results are significantly 

different from the mean and standard deviation obtained for the no 

hedge strategy. Hedges were placed in years 1979 to 1982 resulting in 

a futures market loss in 1979 due to an underestimate of the local 

basis. Spot market price declines and subsequent cash market losses 

in 1975 and 1977 went unhedged as the profit objective was not met in 

the futures market. 

Triangular Probability Distribution Strategy 

Triangular distribution strategies yielded significantly lower 

standard deviations and greater, but not significantly greater, mean 

net revenues compared to the results of the cash market procedure. 

Triangular distribution strategies using 10, 20, and 30 percent 

confidence levels were dominant hedging procedures for production 

system one as they produced the highest mean profits at the lowest 
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levels of risk. 

The use of lower confidence levels, zero percent for example, 

produced greater net returns in 1979 and 1980, and lower net returns 

in 1982. Lower risk limits will obtain larger profits in periods of 

rising futures prices and lower profits in years of declining futures 

prices. As the price level rose in 1979 and 1980, hedging criteria 

were eventually met for triangular distribution strategies using 

lower confidence levels. In 1982, the October 15 futures price was 

high enough to generate hedging signals for the triangular 

probability distribution programs using 20 and 30 percent risk 

limits. Consequently, these strategies obtained the same results as 

the routine procedure. Over the remainder of the production period, 

futures prices declined, and the hedging criteria using zero and ten 

percent confidence levels were never met. These strategies obtained 

the same results as the cash market strategy. 

Results of Production System 2 

Routine Strategy 

Examination of table 17 and figure 5 reveals that the routine 

strategy resulted in a lower standard deviation and mean compared to 

the no hedge marketing procedure. The routine strategy succeeded in 

offsetting losses in the cash position during years of price 

declines. However, feeder steer prices increased in seven of the 

eleven production periods simulated causing large profits in the spot 

market to be at least partially offset by negative returns in the 

futures market.  The result was a more stable,  but lower, in fact 



Table 16.    Annual Net Returns Calculated for Production System 2 

cash 

Routine 

Moving Averages 

2. 5-d3y/10-(lay 

5. 5-day/l0-day 
J.08 penetration 

4. 4-<)ay/8-day 

5. 4-day/8-day 
t.10 penetration 

197? 1974 1975 1976 197B 

6. s-day/4-day/8-day 

7. J-d3y/4-day/8-day 
t.04 penetration 

Profit Objectives 

8. Breakeven price • 10* 

9. Breakeven price • 20% 

10. Breakeven price • 30* 

11. Breakeven price • 40t 

5009.87      -64552.73 

•18945.20      -52043.80 

2582.22     28598.25 

2098.66      10997.90 

31566.73 -33155.39 15335.78 28625.43 

29794.89 -33522.91 13777.35 29656.55 

27975.25 -29585.86 15054.07 26071.51 

24361.26 -27585.52 16825.85 27155.63 

28614.17 -52082.18 11289.55 26417.37 

24619.82 -27385.52 12999.56 24652.05 

526.57 -34268.10 5830.29 14498.64 

1908.64 -30874.17 7479.18 15675.52 

7485.52 -50874.17 2582.22 19555.28 

11250.54 -50874.17 2582.22 19555.28 

-276.32 52755.59 57569.23 -30410.64 -31)410.64 

4855.62 -6445.74 -3555.79 12013.85 8424.66 

1419.74 26252.67 26236.59 3769.00 1256.36 

-5298.09 28160.75 24947.36 7173.20 1090.58 

2906.91 27001.54 25584.34 2877.39 -7190.67 

2766.05 26102.90 22748'. 96 5924.55 -5972.55 

2246.97 25717.44 25241.26 7513.52 -6579.76 

6577.50 25717.44 26795.05 7515.52 -7171.00 

-7084.54 -1127.17 

501.15 2661*.?8 

256.36  -10446.16 2S188.16 

10568.41 25944.80 

-5571.92 31441.00 

-8512.45 27575.48 

-5179.69 51442.44 

-8400.00 25698.60 

-276.52 3214.22 -5555.79 12015.85 8424.66 

-276.52 5540.25 -3553.79 12013.85 8424.66 

-276.52 9184.59 -2557.20 -50410.64 20759.47 

-276.52 10851.77 1588.57 -30410.64 -7084.54 

501.15 26616.28 

501.15 26616.28 

501.15 26616.28 

501.15 26616.28' 

triangular Probability Distributions 

12.  0* 23332.74 -27552.31 

15. 10* 23332.74 -30949.44 

14. 20* 23332.74 -34344.43 

15- 50* 23332.74 -34344.43 

2582.22 28590.25 

2582.22 28598.25 

2582.22 28598.25 

2582.22 28598.25 

-278.32 28411.91 40673.63 -30410.64 -7084.34 

-276.32 22953.76 40673.63 -30410.64 -7084.34 

-276.32 22953.76 40673.63 -30410.64 -7084.34 

-276.32 22953.76 40673.63 -30410.64 18749.92 

-1127.17 26616.28 

-1127.17 26616.28 

-1127.17 26616.28 

-1127.17 26616.28 

ON 
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Table 17. Means, Standard Deviations, and t and F Statistics 
of the Annual Net Returns Calculated for 
Production System 2, 1973 to 1983 

Critical t.io » t« Critical F. io. 10.10 ■ 2.32 

Strateqy 
Mean 

(t) (f) 
Std. deviation 

(F) 

Cash 3313.05 30774.76 

Routine -2288.15 
(-0.50)(1.333) 

20339.05 
(2.28) 

Moving Averages 

2. 5-day/10-day 10287.95 
( 0.63>(1.333) 

20307.25 
(2.28) 

3. 5-day/10-day 
$.08 penetration 

10305. 07 
( 0.63X1.333) 

20403.62 
(2.27) 

4. 4-day/8-day 10284.49 
( 0.63X1.333) 

19729.48 
(2.43) 

5. 4-day/8-day 
$. 10 penetration 

9641.46 
( 0.64X1.337) 

18538.94 
(2.74) 

6. 3-day/4-day/8-day 10211.72 
( 0.63X1.333) 

19813.77 
(2.40) 

7. 3-day/4-day/8-day 
$.04 penetration 

8969.47 
( 0.52X1.333) 

18725. 98 
(2.69) 

Profit Objectives 

8. Breakeven price + 10* 3029.77 
(-0.03) (1.341) 

15048.79 
(4.18) 

9. Breakeven price ♦ 20* 3950.48 
(-0.06) (1.345) 

14332.60 
(4.61) 

10. Breakeven price + 30% 2051.11 
(-0.12) (1.333) 

18702.04 
(2.71) 

11. Breakeven price ♦ 40% 372.56 
(-0.27) (1.337) 

18065.18 
(2.90) 



Table 17.    Continued 
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Strateav 
Mean 

(O (t*> 
Std. deviation 

(F) 

Triangular Probability Distributions 

12.  0* 7614. 93 
(0.37) (1.328) 

23741.45 
(1.68) 

13.  10% 6809.91 
(0.30) (1.328) 

23838.36 
(1.67) 

14. 20% 6501.27 
(0.27)(1.328) 

24391.68 
(1.59) 

15. 30% 8849.84 
(0.47) (1.328) 

24195.72 
(1.62) 
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Figure 5.   Means and Standard Deviations of the Annual Net 
Returns Calculated for Production System 2 
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negative, level of profit on the average. 

Moving Average Strategies 

Four of the six systems of moving averages obtained 

significantly lower standard deviations than the cash market 

strategy. All of the strategies failed to provide significantly 

greater mean profits although strategies two through six yielded 

average net returns in excess of 6000 to 7000 dollars of the cash 

market mean. Penetration rules succeeded in either increasing the 

mean or decreasing the variability of annual net incomes. Moving 

average strategies three, four, five, and six were the most 

profitable of the five dominant hedging programs. 

Profit Objective Strategies 

Statistically significant decreases in the variability of net 

returns were obtained using the profit objective strategies. However, 

only strategy number nine resulted in a higher mean profit than the 

cash market strategy. The extreme variability of the April 10 basis 

produced large basis estimates and low localized futures prices. 

Under these circumstances, the addition of a lower return to equity 

to the breakeven price proved to be favorable. The profit objective 

strategy with a 40 percent return to equity failed to provide hedging 

signals in 1980 and 1981 when losses occurred in the cash market. 

However, all four variations caused large futures market losses in 

1976 and 1978 despite the fact that the basis was underestimated in 

both years. Hedging with a twenty percent return to equity provided a 
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dominant strategy as it obtained the lowest standard deviation of the 

alternative strategies. 

Triangular Probability Distribution Strategies 

The results of the triangular distribution strategies are not 

significantly different from the cash market mean and standard 

deviation for production system 2. However, strategy 13, which 

employs a ten percent level of confidence, was one of the efficient 

strategies. Strategies 12 and 13 obtained slightly greater means and 

all four triangular distribution procedures yielded less variable net 

revenues relative to the cash market. Hedging with smaller confidence 

levels increased profitability and decreased risk by consistently 

providing more profitable hedges. The results of triangular 

probability distribution strategies would have been improved with 

more accurate cash price forecasts. Futures market losses in 1978 

would have been avoided had the cash market price not been 

underestimated. Conversely, hedges which would have offset a large 

cash market loss in 1980 were not placed due to an overestimate of 

the April  10 feeder steer price. 

Production System 3.A 

Routine Strategy 

Table 19 and figure 6 show that the routine hedging program 

produced a significantly lower standard deviation at a lower level of 

average net returns relative to the unhedged marketing procedure. Use 

of the routine strategy caused negative futures market returns for 



Table 18.    Annual Net Returns Calculated for Production System 3.A 

Strategy 1975 1976 1977 1978 

Cash -4462.50 

Routine -9JJ0.94 

(loving Averages 

2.   S-day/lO-day 6250.00 

J.   5-day/10-day 
t.08 penetration 

7770.37 

4.   4-day/S-day 4)16.74 

5.   4-day/8-day 
*.lo penetration 

5778.52 

6.    5-day/4-day/e-d3y 6154.J7 

7.   3-<JayM-day/B-day 
t.04 penetration 

3411.11 

Profit Objectives 

8. Breakeven price * 10\ . 

9. Breakeven price • 20% 

10. Breakeven price ♦ 30* 

11. Breakeven price • 40* 

22811.30 10439.56 38617.56 

-10022.18 3734.36 -950.75 

19009.61 10302.37 33517.68 

18710.19 5110.53 36004.89 

22861.51 11719.14 37419.00 

19385.50 8869.01 36132.34 

20858.63 12536.84 35977.40 

19385.50 10739.47 37386.20 

-4462.50 5356.59 11288.97 14940.00 

-4462.50 8300.20 12948.05 14940.00 

-4462.50 9907.90 10439.56 17332.67 

-4462.50 9907.90 10439.56 19103.24 

45237.98 -20606.41 -17.25 -14257.59 5659.00 

-1723.23 16454.39 23682.20 -15225.88 5360.18 

31197.15 4798.02 5566.92 -24372.00 -2986.56 

31233.68 7170.54 3497.92 24105.86 -687.04 

34889.67 6406.82 10259.15 -20867.30 2505.80 

32162.88 10099.73 277.77 -18680.72 -27.32 

31317.36 9670.04 8411.35 -20276.09 3155.96 

31360.47 9670.04 8266.7) -19324.03 1063.76 

-1724.00 16454.39 23682.20 -15225.88 9862.40 

-1724.00 18149.87 23682.20 -15225.88 11682.16 

-1724.00 21811.15 23682.20 -15225.88 5859.00 

1739.08 21811.15 26769.74 -15225.88 5859.00 

Triangular Probability Distributions 

12. 0% -4462. SO 15779.79 

13. 10* -4462.50 14602.02 

14. 20* -4462.50 14602.02 

15. 30* -4462.50 14602.02 

10439.50 28742.02 

12948.01 28742.02 

12948.01 28742.02 

12948.01 28742.02 

45237.78 21811.14 26769.75 -14257.59 5859.00 

45237.78 -11341.20 23682.20 -14257.59 7434.92 

45237.78 16454.39 23662.20 -14257.59 11233.97 

45237.78 16454.39 23682.20 -14257.59 9448.73 

ON 
00 
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Table 19. Means, Standard Deviations, and t and F Statistics 
of the Annual Net Returns Calculated for 
Production System 3.A, 1975 to 1983 

Critical t.io = t* Critical F. 10.8,8 s 2.59 

Strateqy 
hean 

(t) (t-) 
Std. deviation 

(F) 

Cash 9291.29 22561.92 

Routine 1330.90 
(-0.92) (1.350) 

12656.72 
(3.18) 

Moving Averages 

2. 5-day/10-day 0253.69 
( 0.00)0.341) 

17640.55 
0.64) 

3. 5-day/10-day 
$.08 penetration 

9389.47 
( 0.01)(1.341) 

17890.41 
0.59) 

4. 4-day/8-day 12167.84 
( 0.30)(1.341) 

17859.19 
(1.60) 

5. 4-day/8-day 
$.10 penetration 

10444.19 
( 0.12)0.341) 

16945.38 
0.77) 

6. 3-day/4-day/8-day 11978.43 
( 0.29)0.341) 

16560.40 
0.85) 

7. 3-day/4-day/8-day 
$.04 penetration 

11328.81 
( 0.22)0.341) 

16827.43 
0.80) 

Profit Objectives 

8. Breakeven price + 10* 6665.80 
(-0.31)0.356) 

12044.71 
(3.51) 

9. Breakeven price ♦ 20% 7587.80 
(-0.20)0.356) 

12364.41 
(3.33) 

10. Breakeven price + 30* 7334.71 
(-0.23) (1.350) 

12843.90 
(3.09) 

11. Breakeven price + 40% 8437.92 
(-0.10)0.350) 

13289.00 
(2.88) 



Table 19.    Continued 
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Strateav 
Dean 

(t) (f) 
Std. deviation 

(F) 

Triangular Probability Distributions 

12.  0* 16980.62 
( 0.77) (1.337) 

19435.44 
(1.34) 

13. 10* 13407.85 
( 0.40) (1.337) 

21141.79 
(1.14) 

14. 20% 16918.37 
( 0.78)(1.337) 

18810.58 
(1.43) 

15. 30% 16720. 01 
( 0.76) (1.337) 

18887.27 
(1.43) 
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Figure 6.    Means and Standard Deviations of the Annual  Net 
Returns Calculated for Production System 3.A 
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seven of the nine production periods  simulated in both rising and 

falling markets. 

Moving Average Strategies 

The results of the moving average strategies are statistically 

equivalent to the cash market strategy for production system 3.A. 

However, systems of 3-day/4-day/8-day and 4-day/8-day moving averages 

were dominant strategies. All six strategies produced large enough 

gains in 1980 to offset a substantial cash market loss and decrease 

the overall variability of the annual net returns. Only the 

5-day/10-day hedging procedure failed to produce a larger average net 

income for the period simulated. 

Profit Objective Strategies 

Compared to the results of the cash market position, hedges 

based on profit objectives yielded lower average net returns with 

significantly less variability. Profit objectives signalled hedges 

which offset cash market losses in two of the four years of price 

declines but decreased profits in three of the five years of price 

increases. The use of a larger return to equity increased mean 

profits but also increased standard deviations. Profit objective 

strategies 8, 9, and 11 had the lowest standard deviations of the 

efficient hedging programs. 

Triangular Probability Distribution Strategies 

Variations of the triangular probability distribution strategies 
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obtained lower standard deviations and higher means than the no hedge 

strategy for operation 3.A. Strategies 12 and 14 were the most 

profitable of the dominant strategies . However, none of the results 

were shown to be significantly different from the cash market 

procedure. 

Results of Production System 3.B 

Routine Strategy 

Inspection of table 21 and figure 7 reveals that the routine 

strategy produced a significantly lower standard deviation but a much 

lower mean profit compared with the cash strategy. This hedging 

procedure balanced cash position losses in 1980 and 1981, and 

improved positive net incomes in 1977, 1982, and 1983. However, spot 

market gains in the remaining years were diminished by negative 

futures market returns. 

Moving Average Strategy 

Systems of moving averages failed to provide significant 

improvements over the cash market position. All six variations 

yielded lower standard deviations and two obtained a higher mean 

profit. The addition of a penetration rule improved the results of 

the 5-day/10-day moving average strategy but decreased the 

effectiveness of the 3-day/4-day/8-day averages. 

Profit Objective Strategy 

Profit objective  strategies  produced   significantly   lower 



Table 20.    Annual Net Returns Calculated for Production System 3.B 

Straleuv 

Cash 

Routine 

novlng Averages 

2. 5-aay/l0-day 

]. S-aay/10-day 
».06 penetration 

4. 4-day/a-day 

5. «-day/s-uay 
t.10 penetration 

4. 3-day/«-(lay/8-aay 

1975 1976 1977 1978 1979 1980 1981 1982 1983 

7. )-day/4-day/8-aay 
$.04 penetration 

Profit GDjecllves 

8. Breakeven price 

9. Breakeven price 

10. Breakeven price 

10* 

)0t 

808.89   17682.66   5*56.8»  40448.2»   21184 62  -25*77.59 -10175.68   3054.68 

-16595.56   -5614.92   9737.30  -1278.35   9727.64   -7086.05   8771.08   5547.89 

-13605.41 

-9884.74 

-11717.26 

-10665.04 

-11189.70 

-11849.78 

14179.33  10176.91  33048.12 

14619.26   9919.28  32051.36 

21768.83 

15307.88 

18167.64 

16252.47 

6455.07 

11056.78 

5350.99 

8986.71 

32228.58 

34045.01 

32974.41 

33229.44 

18182.20 

18206.06 

19062.14 

1/101.37 

6016.65 

4058.90 

-13870.86 

-9769.29 

-5311.05 

-12735.21 

-14963.51 

-18184.11 

-299.67 

3026.62 

-6743.66 

-2200.39 

-5526.75 

-3118.82 

-3900.62 

-3131.50 

3908.51 

1733.20 

3719.61 

4185.30 

11. Breakeven price • 40* 

-6348.67 -1156.64 15257.89 10717.07 9727.64 -6213.11 8584.49 9436.29 

-4626.59 -1156.64 16560.13 14694.85 9727.64 -4271.54 8584.49 10788.75 

-4626.59 -1156.64 18117.37 14694.65 9727.64 -1323.63 8584.49 3034.68 

808.89 1065.01 19364.21 15981.37 9727.64 -607.93 10938.58 3034.68 

3948.00 

4688.96 

-1096.08 

3396.56 

757.56 

-392.08 

2281.28 

-673.32 

9737.64 

10757.04 

11905.48 

3948.00 

triangular Prooaolllty OlstrlOutlons 

12. 0* -7870.42 

13. 10* -7870.42 

14. 20* -7870.42 

15. 30* -7870.42 

6081.19 20886.84 30012.36 

293.10 16560.13 30012.36 

293.10 16560.13 30012.36 

293.10 16560.13 30012.56 

9727.64 245.34 10938.59 3034.68 3948.00 

9727.64 -15361.53 8771.08 3034.68 9833.05 

9727.64 -5045.27 8771.08 3034.68 8813.64 

9727.64 -5054.27 8771.08 7835.89 8813.64 

4>- 
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Table 21. Means, Standard Deviations, and t and F Statistics 
of the Annual Net Returns Calculated for 
Production System 3.B, 1975 to 1983 

Critical t. io = t* Critical F. 10.8.8 = 2.59 

Mean Std. deviation 
Strateav (t) (f) (F) 

Cash 6321.21 18901.07 

Routine 877.55 
(-0.78) (1.356) 

9158.29 
(4.25) 

Moving Averages 

2. 5-day/10-day 4757.10 
(-0.19) (1.341) 

15482.80 
(1.42) 

3. 5-day/10-day 
$.08 penetration 

6492.62 
( 0.02)0.341) 

13761.94 
(1.89) 

4. 4-day/8-day 6712.08 
( 0.05X1.341) 

14743.46 
(1.64) 

5. 4-day/8-day 
$.10 penetration 

5916.84 
(-0.05) (1.341) 

14903.65 
(1.61) 

6. 3-day/4-day/8-day 4092.29 
(-0.28)(1.341) 

14706.24 
(1.65) 

7. 3-day/4-day/8-day 
$.04 penetration 

3654.09 
(-0.33) (1.341) 

15182.96 
(1.55) 

Profit Objectives 

8. Breakeven price ♦ 10* 5526.96 
(-0.12) (1.363) 

7946.43 
(5.66) 

9. Breakeven price + 20* 6784.24 
( 0.07X1.363) 

8120.IS 
(5.52) 

10. Breakeven price * 30% 6550.85 
( 0.03X1.363) 

7919.28 
(5.70) 

11. Breakeven price + 40% 7140.05 
( 0.12) (1.372) 

7183.21 
(6.93) 
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Table 21. Continued 

Mean          Std. deviation 
Strategy ■ (t) (t») (F) 

Triangular Probability Distributions 

12. 0* 

13. 1035 

14. 20% 

15. 30* 

8555.02 
( 0,30) (1.350) 

11270.60 
(2.81) 

5116.70 
( 0.03)(1.345) 

13298.01 
(2.02) 

7144.10 
( 0.11)0.350) 

11519.38 
(2.69) 

7677.57 
( 0.18)0.350) 

11415.99 
(2.74) 
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Figure 7.    Means and Standard Deviations of the Annual  Net 
Returns Calculated for Production System 3.B 
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standard deviations than the cash market strategy simulated for 

production system 3.B. Three of the four strategies resulted in 

higher, but not significantly higher, net revenues. Use of the 40 

percent return to equity yielded the least variable profits of all 

hedging strategies evaluated, and thus was one of the efficient 

strategies. Profit objective strategies succeeded in signalling 

hedges in 1980 and 1981, but resulted in futures market losses in 

1976, 1978, and 1979. Negative returns occurring in 1976 and 1979 

would have been avoided had the basis not been underestimated. 

Triangular Probability Distribution Strategies 

Triangular distribution strategies 12, 13, and 14 obtained 

higher mean net incomes and significantly lower standard deviations 

compared to the unhedged strategy. Strategy 12 was the most 

profitable dominant hedging procedure. Hedging system 13, which 

employs a 10 percent probability limit, produced a lower mean profit 

and a statistically equivalent standard deviation. The annual net 

revenues of strategy 13 are identical to those of other triangular 

distribution programs with the exception of 1980. A large cash market 

loss in 1980 was not fully offset by futures market revenues as a 

hedge was placed with only one, rather than four, feeder cattle 

contracts. 

Results of Production System 3.C 

Production system 3.C was simulated using two criteria to choose 

among alternative marketing and hedging strategies.  The outcomes of 
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these criteria are presented in table 18 along with the combinations 

of marketing and hedging strategies which would have been the most 

profitable. The June 15 marketing date was more profitable if the 

additional backgrounding costs were offset by revenues associated 

with the additional 50 pound per head weight gain and/or a price 

increase. The optimal decision concerning rolling over the hedge was 

based on the results of the routine hedging strategy from May 1 to 

June 15 of the August futures contract. 

Criterion one, which evaluates the decision to market cattle on 

either May 1, or June 15, provided the most profitable marketing 

strategy in four of the nine years simulated for production system 

3.C. Criterion two was successful in three of the six years in which 

the decision to roll over the hedge was required. Combined, the two 

criteria obtained the optimal combination of marketing and hedging 

strategies in 1976, 1977, and 1978. The use of these criteria 

resulted in cash market profits having a lower standard deviation 

than production system 3.A and a greater average net revenue than 

production system 3.B. 

Routine Strategy 

Table 24 and figure 8 show that the routine strategy produced a 

lower mean profit and standard deviation than the cash market 

postion. However, neither of these figures are different from the 

cash market results at the 80 percent level of significance. The 

outcome of this strategy would have been improved if hedges had been 

placed on May 1 of 1979, 1982, and 1983. 
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Table 22. Results of the Cash and Futures Marketing 
Decision Criteria Compared to the Optimal 
Marketing Decisions for Production System 3.C, 
1975 to 1983 

Criterion _1_ Criterion 2 

Year 
Date Chosen 

to Market Cattle 
Optimal 
Decision 

Decision to Roll 
Over the Hedae 

Optimal 
Decision 

1975 May June IS No 

1976 May nay 

1977 May May 

1976 June IS June 15 Yes Yes 

1979 June IS May No (Yes)1 

1980 June IS May No (No) 

1981 June IS May No (No) 

1982 June IS June 15 No Yes 

1983 June 15 May No (Yes) 

1. Parentheses indicate the optimal hedging decision given that the 
incorrect marketing decision had been made. 



Table 23.    Annual Net Returns Calculated for Production System 3.C 

Strategy 1975 we 1977 1978 1979 1980 1981 198? 1983 

cash -♦♦62.50 

Routine -9JJ0.9^ 

novlng Awerages 

2.   S-Oay/lO-day 6250.00 

3.   S-day/IO-day 
t.08 penetration 

7770.37 

♦ .   «-(iay/8-day ♦316.?♦ 

5.   *-day/8-day 
» 10 penetration 

5778.52 

6.    J-d3y/«-day/8Uay 615V37 

7.   j-day/t-day/S-day 
t.O* penetration 

34ll.ll 

Prorlt ODJectlves 

8. Breakeven price 

9. Breakeven price 

10. Breakeven price 

11. Breakeven price ■ 

m 
m 
tax 
♦o% 

22811.30 10459.56 »04«B.24 

-10022.18        573^.J6 3033.10 

19009.61 10302.37 35M8.36 

18710.19 5110.53 37835.57 

22861.51 11719.1* 392^9.6a 

19385.50 8869.01 37963.02 

20858.63 12536.M 37808.08 

19385.50 10739.« 39216.88 

-♦♦62.50 5356.59 11288.97 19775.01 

-♦♦62.50 8300.20 12948.05 19775.01 

-♦♦62.50 9907.90 10459.56 22162.18 

-♦♦62.50 9907.90 10439.56 23931.50 

21184.62 -25677.39 -10175.68 3034.68 3948.00 

-25776.59 11383.41 13523.77 21066.39 3M9.18 

7U3.79 -272.96 -4591.51 -7079.71 -4897.56 

7160.32 2099.56 -6660.51 -6813.59 -2798.04 

10836.31 1335.84 100.72 -3575.03 594.80 

8109.49 5028.75 -9880.66 -1388.45 -1938.32 

7264.00 ♦599.06 -1747.08 -2983.82 1244.96 

7307.11 4599.06 -1891.70 -2031.76  .        -847.24 

-1724.00 16454.59 23682.20 

1724.00 18149.87 23682.20 

-1724.00 21811.15 23682.20 

1739.08 21811.15 26769.74 

3034.68 9862.40 

3034.68 11682.16 

30)4.68 5859.00 

30)4.68 5859.00 

triangular ProDablilty Distributions 

12. 0* -5676.22 15779.79 104)9.56 32165.« 

13. 10* -5676.22 14602.02 12948.01 32165.49 

U. 20* -5676.22 14602.02 129*8.01 32165.49 

15. 30%                 -5676.22 14602.02 12948.01 32165.49 

-14047.78 16740.16 16611.32 

-25776.59 -16412.18 13523.77 

-25776.59 11383.41 13523.77 

-25776.59 11383.41 13523.77 

3034.68 3948.00 

3424.02 5523.92 

2792.61 9295.97 

2550.54 7537.73 

00 
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Table 24. Means, Standard Deviations, t and F Statistics 
of the Annual Net Returns Calculated for 
Production System 3.C, 1975 to 1983 

Critical t.io s t« Critical F. 10.8.8 = 2.59 

Mean Std. deviation 
Strateav (t) (f) (?) 

Cash 6838.98 19687.64 

Routine 1228.94 
(-0.69X1.341) 

14272.61 
(1.90) 

Moving Averages 

2. 5-day/10-day 6801.37 
( 0.00)0.345) 

13629.21 
(2.09) 

3. 5-day/10-day 
$.08 penetration 

6937.16 
( 0.01)(1.341) 

14095.93 
(1.95) 

4. 4-day/8-day 9715.52 
( 0.36)(1.34S) 

13702.IS 
(2.06) 

5. 4-day/8-day 
$. 10 penetration 

/991.87 
( 0.14X1.341) 

13913.00 
(2.00) 

6. 3-day/4-day/8-day 9526.12 
( 0.26X1.345) 

12895.17 
(2.33) 

7. 3-day/4-day/8-day 
$. 04 penetration 

8876.49 
( 0.26X1.345) 

13297.43 
(2.19)  • 

Profit Objectives 

8. Breakeven price ♦ 10* 9251.97 
( 0.33X1.363) 

9603.06 
(4.20) 

9. Breakeven price + 20% 10153.96 
( 0.45X1.363) 

9737.18 
(4. 09) 

10. Breakeven price + 30* 9900.27 
( 0.41X1.356) 

10546.90 
(3.48) 

11. Breakeven price + 40% 11003.35 
( 0.56X1.350) 

10891.66 
(3.27) 



Table 24. Continued 
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Strategy 
Mean 

(t) (t«) 
Std. deviation 

(F) 

Triangular Probability Distributions 

12. 0* 

13. 10% 

14. 20% 

15. 30% 

8777.22 
( 0.24)(1.34S) 

13737. 60 
(2.05) 

3813. 58 
(-0.31) (1.337) 

17541.19 
(1.19) 

7250.94 
( 0.05X1.341) 

15990. 79 
(1.52) 

7028.68 
( 0.02) (1.341) 

15981.69 
(1.52) 
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Moving Average Strategies 

Each variation of the moving average strategy provided a lower 

standard deviation than the unhedged position and five of the six 

moving averages evaluated produced higher net returns on the average. 

Never the less, these hedging programs failed to produce 

statistically different results from the cash market. The 

5-day/10-day and 4-day/8-day systems of averages generated better 

hedging signals without penetration rules. 

Profit Objective Strategies 

Hedging with profit objectives resulted in greater average net 

incomes and significantly lower standard deviations for systems 3.C. 

Strategies 8, 9, and 11 were efficient procedures as they obtained 

the highest average net revenues with the least risk. Again, these 

results would have been improved with the optimal decision to roll 

over the hedge. Hedging with profit objectives resulted in 

substantial futures market revenues in 1980 and 1981 which fully 

offset the effect of spot market price declines. However, hedges 

yielding negative returns were generated in three of the remaining 

years of cash market profits. 

It should be noted that the profit objective strategy provides a 

useful criterion for determining whether or not to roll over the 

hedge to another contract month. As mentioned previously, criterion 

number two was successful in evaluating opportunities for hedging 

from May 1, to June 15, in three of the six years spanning 1978 to 

1983. Any one of the four profit objectives would have provided the 
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optimal hedging decision in all of the years except 1983. Profit 

objective strategies would have generated hedging signals in 1983 had 

the basis not been overestimated. 

Triangular Probability Distribution Strategies 

Strategies using triangular probability distributions provided 

lower standard deviations and higher net incomes overall, but failed 

to produce significantly different results from the no-hedge 

strategy. Like profit objectives, these strategies decreased spot 

market losses in 1980 and 1981 and profits in 1976, 1978, and 1979. 

The triangular distribution strategy with a 10 percent confidence 

level produced the lowest average net income and the highest standard 

deviation of the four variations simulated. As with production system 

3.B, this strategy failed to fully offset a cash market loss in 1980 

because a hedge was implemented using only one futures contract. 

Results of Production System 4 

Routine Strategy 

Examination of table 26 and figure 9 indicates that the routine 

strategy obtained a lower mean profit and standard deviation compared 

to the cash market procedure. This system of hedging locked in 

futures market losses in seven of the nine years simulated although 

price increases between November 1, and August 1 occurred in only 

five of these years. 



Table 25.    Annual Net Returns Calculated for Production System 4 

Strategy 1975 1976 1977 1978 1979 1980 1981 1982 1983 

Cash 1057.78 

Routine 526.15 

Mov ng Averages 

2. 5-day/10-<lay -2810.74 

S-day/lo-day 
t.08 penetration 

1252.43 

4-0ay/8-day 1718.28 

4-tiay/8-day 
t.10 penetration 

2767.96 

S-day/4-day/e-day 2244.59 

J-day/4-day/8-day 
t.M penetration 

-1836.87 

Profit Objectives 

8. Breakeven price • m 3224.97 

9. Breakeven price • 20* 3224.97 

10. Breakeven price < 50* 4002.74 

11. Bre*even price ♦ 40* 6056.41 

17094.22  14810.53  48552.67 42149.86 

12499.06  18080.13  -7380.96 36820.30 

20264.85  20602.11  45082.61 . 50492.78 
t 

20882.49  19589.64  44062.50 , 53418.56 

28513.37  15010.96  48758.49 ; 42524.40 

23884.20  22361.29  49907.25 47402.56 

i 

28750.83  13905.69  47111.07 , 27606.98 
I 

24837.51  20309.63  40999.22 31112.27 

12492.07 18073.42 

12492.07 18673.42 

12492.07 18073.42 

12492.07 21112.90 

-1502.87 , 38712.68 

-208.06 ' 36712.88 

1997.19 38712.88 

4590.20 36712.86 

2884.64 -13211.63   -361.50 

-6306.64  9799.61  -3661.36 

4724.63 

16855.95 

-385.89 -10432.00 

2518.78  -7448.76 

22434.66 -6414.16 -8034.97 

15408.23 -5663.57 -10205.78 

13206.53 -5203.03 -6753.53 

0800.00 -6606.84 6287.10 

12330.77 

12330.77 

12330.77 

12330.77 

10168.40 -3854.99 

10188.40 -3854.99 

18168.40 -2014.53 

10186.40 -1247.39 

2788.80 

5565.96 

-4430.84 

2357.52 

-7893.41 

-8556.25 

-1704.55 

-3810.44 

5S65.97 

5565.97 

5565.97 

6405.97 

Triangular Probability Distributions 

12. 0*               21338.58 38243.96 14810. S3 22824.20 43948.93 

13. 10*               21338.58 29892.82 14810.63 15968.67 40063.29 

14. 20*                 17511.01 27007.72 14810.53 13475.08 \  40063.29 

15. 30*               17511.91 27097.72 14810.53 13475.08 40083.29 

20188.91 -13211.83 -381.50 2768.80 

17731.63 -13211.83 -381.50 2786.60 

14379.75 -13211.83 -381.50 2788.60 

14379.76 -13211.63 -361.50 2788.80 

00 
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Table 26. Means, Standard Deviations, t and F Statistics 
of the Annual Net Returns Calculated for 
Production System 4, 1975 to 1983 

Critical t.io = t* Critical F. 10.8.8 = 2.59 

Strateay 
Mean 

(t) (f) 
Std. deviation 

(F) 

Cash 12638.35 20030.26 

Routine 7102.47 
(-0.67) (1.341) 

14353.51 
(1.95) 

Moving Averages 

2. 5-day/10-day 13706.55 
( 0.11)(1.337) 

22066.53 
(0.82) 

3. 5-day/10-day 
$.08 penetration 

17aS2.12 
( 0.46X1.337) 

20463.71 
(0.96) 

4. 4-day/8-day 14979.74 
( 0.24) (1.337) 

21461.15 
(0.87) 

5. 4-day/8-day 
$. 10 penetration 

15756.21 
( 0.26X1.337) 

77878.41 
(0.76) 

6. 3-day/4-day/8-day 12998.59 
( 0.04) (1.337) 

18098.16 
(1.22) 

7. 3-day/4-day/8-day 
$.04 penetration 

13454.84 
( 0.09X1.337) 

16756.02 
(1.43) 

Profit Objectives 

8. Breakeven price * 10% 10356.51 
(-0.29)(1.341) 

12140.44 
(2. 72) 

9. Breakeven price ♦ 20* 10500.38 
(-0.27)(1.341) 

11989.07 
(2.79) 

10. Breakeven price + 30* 10947.43 
(-0.22)(1.341) 

11544.67 
(3.01) 

11. Breakeven price + 40* 12068.91 
(-0.07) (1.341) 

11149.33 
(3.23) 
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Table 26. Continued 

Mean          Std. deviation 
Strategy (t) (t«) (F) 

Triangular Probability Distributions 

12. 0* 

13. 10* 

14. 20% 

15. 30* 

12378.88 
(-0.03) (1.341) 

17034.02 
(1.38) 

14335.67 
( 0.20)(1.341) 

16109.99 
(1.54) 

12948.19 
( 0.04)(1.341) 

15521.36 
(1.67) 

12948.19 
( 0.04)0.341) 

15521.36 
(1.67) 
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Figure 9.    Means and Standard Deviations of the Annual Net 
Returns Calculated for Production System 4 
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Moving Average Strategies 

Moving average strategies two through five yielded higher means 

and standard deviations relative to the cash market while strategies 

six and seven resulted in higher average profits and lower standard 

deviations. None of the moving averages obtained significantly 

different results from the no hedge procedure. The inclusion of a 

penetration rule increased the mean and decreased the variability of 

annual profits for the 5-day/10-day and 3-day/4-day/8-day systems of 

averages. With the eight cent penetration rule, the 5-day/10-day 

moving average strategy was the most profitable of the efficient 

hedging procedures for production system four. 

Profit Objective Strategies 

Profit objective hedging programs yielded lower mean profits and 

significantly lower standard deviations relative to the unhedged 

strategy. Production system four represents a very cost efficient 

mode of cattle production which can produce 800 pound feeder steers 

at a low breakeven price. The production price was low enough such 

that the hedging criterion was met each year of the period simulated, 

even with a 40 percent return to equity. Consequently, the use of a 

larger profit objective resulted in higher, less variable, net 

returns. Strategy 11, which employs a 40 percent return to equity, 

obtained the least variable net revenues of the dominant strategies. 

Substantial futures market losses in 1978 and 1979 may have been 

avoided, and greater mean returns may have been obtained, through the 

use of even greater profit targets. 
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Triangular Probability Distribution Strategies 

Triangular probability distribution strategies using 10, 20, and 

30 percent risk limits resulted in greater mean profits than the cash 

market strategy with lower standard deviations. These three 

procedures were efficient hedging strategies for production system 

four. The use of 20 and 30 percent confidence levels provided the 

same annual  net returns over the 1975 to 1983 period. 
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CHAPTER V 

SUMMARY, CONCLUSIONS, AND IMPLICATIONS 
FOR FUTURE RESEARCH 

Summary 

Over the past decade, feeder cattle producers in the Pacific 

Northwest have faced a risk in the form of sharp price flucuations 

for their output. The result has been highly variable profits and 

losses. Recent economic literature has researched a number of futures 

market hedging strategies designed to increase and stabilize the net 

income of cattle producers [Franzmann and Lehenbauer; McCoy and 

Price; Miyat and McLemore]. However, systems of futures market 

hedging have never been tested for feeder cattle production in the 

Pacific Northwest. 

The objective of this study was to determine whether hedging 

with futures contracts could have provided Pacific Northwest feeder 

cattle ranchers with protection against price risks and enhanced 

profitability over the past decade. The performance of alternative 

hedging strategies was evaluated for several cattle production 

methods. Four modes of feeder cattle backgrounding, indigenous to 

Oregon, were assumed to be adequately representative of the feeder 

cattle backgrounding industry of the Pacific Northwest. 

The first mode of production purchased 550 pound calves during 

mid-October and marketed 800 pound steers the following mid-February. 

Production method number two was simulated to represent an operation 

which purchased 450 pound calves during mid-November and sold them 
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the following April  tenth at 600 pounds. 

The third simulated production system purchased calves on the 

first of November and sold them either the following May first at 750 

pounds, or June fifteenth at 800 pounds. Three combinations of 

marketing and hedging strategies were simulated and referred to as 

production systems 3.A, 3.B, and 3.C. Production system 3.A always 

marketed cattle on May 1 and hedged with the May feeder cattle 

contract. Strategy 3.B marketed cattle every June 15 and hedged with 

only the August contract. Cattle operation 3.C employed two criteria 

to choose between the available marketing and hedging options. The 

first criterion concerns the decision of selling cattle in the cash 

market on May first or June fifteenth. If the first criterion 

indicated June fifteenth as the favorable date to market cattle, the 

second criterion was used to determine whether the hedge should be 

rolled over from the May contract to the August contract. 

The last production method, production system four, was 

simulated to represent a Pacific Northwest yearling operation which 

purchased feeder steers at the beginning of November and sold them at 

a weight of 800 pounds the following August first. 

Production systems one, three, and four were simulated using 

historical data from 1975 to 1983. System number two was simulated 

from 1973 to 1983. Enterprise budget sheets were developed for each 

mode of production to calculate the total variable cost, or breakeven 

price of producing cattle for each year that a production system was 

simulated. 

Profit objective and moving average hedging  strategies were 
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simulated along with the cash market, or unhedged, strategy and the 

routine hedging procedure. A new system of futures market hedging, 

the triangular probability distribution strategy, was also evaluated. 

It was assumed that the feeder cattle producer's objective in 

hedging was to increase the level of net income over time, while 

decreasing the variability. The mean and standard deviation of annual 

net returns were computed for each hedging strategy to serve as 

measures of profitability and price risk, respectively. The results 

of the cash market were also obtained to provide a basis for 

comparing alternative hedging programs. Sample t and F tests were 

conducted to determine if there were statistically significant 

differences between the means and standard deviations of the hedged 

and unhedged positions. Dominant hedging strategies were then 

identified for each production system. 

Triangular probability distribution strategies using 10, 20, and 

30 percent levels of confidence were efficient hedging systems for 

production system one. All three of these strategies obtained greater 

means and significantly lower standard deviations than the cash 

market. 

Profit objective strategy number nine and moving average 

strategies three, five, and six dominated the hedging procedures 

evaluated for production system two. All four dominant strategies 

resulted in greater mean profits and lower standard deviations 

compared to the cash market. Only strategy three failed to produce a 

significantly lower standard deviation at the ninety percent level of 

signficance. 
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The most efficient hedging programs identified for production 

system 3.A were profit objective strategies 8, 9, and 11, triangular 

probability distribution strategies 12 and 14, and moving average 

strategies 4 and 6. The dominant profit objective strategies failed 

to increase the average net returns of the cash market. None of the 

efficient strategies significantly decreased the variability of the 

annual  profits. 

Profit objective strategy 11 and triangular distribution 

strategy 12 provided the efficient methods of hedging for production 

system 3.B. Both of these strategies yielded greater mean profits 

than the unhedged position with significantly less risk. 

Production method 3.C was simulated using two criteria to choose 

between alternative marketing and hedging strategies. Criterion one, 

which evaluates the decision to market cattle on either May 1 or June 

15, provided the most profitable marketing strategy in four of the 

nine years spanning 1975 to 1983. Criterion two yielded the most 

profitable response in three of the six years requiring the decision 

to roll over the hedge from the May to the August futures contract. 

Combined, the two criteria obtained the optimal combination of 

marketing and hedging strategies in 1976, 1977, and 1978. Employing 

these criteria resulted in cash market profits having a lower 

standard deviation than production system 3.A and a higher average 

net income than operation 3.B. Profit objective strategies using 10, 

20, and 40 percent returns to equity dominated the hedging 

procedures. These three strategies provided greater means and 

significantly lower standard deviations compared to the results of 
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the cash market. 

Profit objective strategy 11, triangular probability 

distribution strategies 13, 14, and 15, and moving average strategy 

three were dominant strategies for production system four. Profit 

objective strategy 11 obtained a significantly lower standard 

deviation and a lower average net revenue compared to the cash market 

strategy. The efficient triangular distribution strategies resulted 

in greater average net returns and lower standard deviations than the 

unhedged position. Moving averages strategy three yielded a larger 

mean profit and a greater standard deviation than the unhedged 

position. 

Conclusions 

The objective of this research was to determine whether hedging 

with futures market contracts over the past decade would have 

increased the profitability of Pacific Northwest feeder cattle 

operators while diminishing the effects of spot market price 

volatility. Based on the results of the mean-variance analysis, it 

appears that the use of selected futures market hedging strategies 

would have provided greater levels of net revenues with more 

consistency compared to the net incomes obtained without hedging. 

Sample t and F tests, using 80 and 90 percent levels of significance 

respectively, showed that hedging could have significantly decreased 

the variability of the producer's flow of income without 

significantly changing the operation's average profitability. 

The routine hedging procedure consistently yielded lower average 
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profits than the hedging strategies and the unhedged marketing 

strategy. This is not surprising as this method of hedging is not 

selective. No attempt is made to analyze futures and cash market 

prices to determine whether hedging could be profitable. 

Based on the mean-variance method of analysis, hedging with 

profit objectives worked best for production system 3.C over the 1975 

to 1983 period. Profit objectives can be particularly effective at 

stabilizing and increasing net incomes of production systems which 

market cattle during periods when the basis is readily predicted. The 

results of production system four demonstrate that the performance of 

profit objective strategies also depends upon the operator's 

breakeven price of production and choice of a profit target. A 

producer deciding to utilize this procedure should simulate the past 

performance of several profit objectives to determine the optimal 

hedging criteria given his breakeven price of production. 

Triangular probability distribution strategies were an effective 

means of increasing and stabilizing cash market profits from 1975 to 

1983 for production system one. The performance of this strategy is 

sensitive to the accuracy of cash market price and basis forecasts as 

well as the producer's breakeven price of production. Consequently, 

the usefulness of this strategy may depend on the hedger's ability to 

obtain reliable forecasts of the basis and cash market price for the 

period in which cattle are being marketed. The hedger considering 

this procedure should simulate the past performance of various profit 

objectives and confidence levels to determine an effective decision 

rule for hedging. 
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Systems of moving averages succeeded in increasing the mean and 

decreasing the variance of the simulated net returns for all 

production systems except system 3.B. Moving average strategies do 

not require estimates of the local basis or cash market price. Thus, 

they could provide a useful method of hedging feeder cattle for 

producers who cannot obtain reliable price and basis forecasts. 

All four hedging strategies evaluated by this research were 

among the dominant strategies for at least one production system. 

Profit objective strategies were dominant for five production 

systems, triangular probability distribution strategies for four, 

moving average strategies for three, and the routine strategy for 

one. Moving average, profit objective, and triangular distribution 

strategies were dominant, increased average profitability, and 

significantly lowered risk for at least one production system each. 

However, these three strategies generally revealed different 

risk-return characteristics. Risk averse producers would tend towards 

profit objective strategies as they generally resulted in the least 

variable net returns. Producers willing to accept high levels of risk 

in exchange for greater levels of profit would favor moving average 

strategies. Moving average strategies generally yielded the highest, 

but most variable, profits. The risks and returns from hedging with 

triangular probability distribution strategies were usually between 

the moving average and profit objective strategies. 

The analysis presented by this research was based solely on the 

mean-variance approach. In choosing a method of hedging, the cattle 

producer may also consider factors such as the time, money, data, and 
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facilities required to execute a procedure. These and any other 

criteria for identifying a preferrable hedging strategy were not 

evaluated. Tests of significance were included in the analysis but 

might not deserve much emphasis. Sample t and F tests assume that 

both distributions being compared are normal and independent of one 

another. However, with so few observations comprising each 

distribution of annual profits, these assumptions were probably 

violated. Dominant hedging strategies were also identified for each 

production system. However, some of the efficient strategies yielded 

lower mean profits or higher standard deviations than the cash market 

strategy. The hedger may wish to consider only the dominant 

strategies which obtained greater average net returns and lower, or 

significantly lower, standard deviations compared to the results of 

not hedging. 

The future performance of any hedging program is uncertain. 

However, a strategy which performed well in this study should also 

perform well in the future if conditions in the feeder cattle markets 

do not vary substantially from those of the study period. If recent 

market conditions prevail, the Pacific Northwest feeder cattle 

producer should achieve higher levels of profits with less risk in 

the long run by hedging with futures market contracts. Better 

protection against price risk and a more profitable operation may 

also bring the added benefit of easier access to production credit. 

Implications for Future Research 

Hedging effectively  with  profit objective and triangular 
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probability distribution strategies requires accurate basis estimates 

to localize the futures price. The average procedure utilized by this 

study forecasted well only if the basis was fairly constant from year 

to year. Future research should be directed towards developing 

techniques which can provide the feeder cattle hedger with reliable 

basis forecasts. Accurate basis estimates would enhance the 

performance of hedging programs which demand localized futures 

prices. 

In addition to basis forecasts, triangular probability 

distribution strategies require predictions of feeder steer prices in 

the local market. Regression and a seasonal index technique were 

employed to forecast 600-700 pound, and 700-800 pound feeder steer 

prices respectively. However, appendices B-l through B-5 reveal that 

the results of these procedures did not accurately reflect actual 

feeder steer prices. This implies that future research concerning 

prediction techniques for feeder cattle prices is needed before the 

triangular probability distribution strategies can be expected to 

improve the performance of profit objective strategies. 

Triangular probability distribution strategies were evaluated 

with a 20 percent return to equity as a profit objective. Research 

should be devoted to reevaluating triangular probability distribution 

strategies using a range of realistic profit objectives. Hedging 

criteria based upon a greater number of confidence levels should also 

be analyzed. Future research should be conducted to determine whether 

triangular probability distribution strategies are an effective 

hedging technique for other commodities and other regions of the 
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United States. 

As noted in the results chapter, profit objective hedging 

strategies can be used to identify a favorable contract month for 

placing a hedge. The hedger must have knowledge of the basis on the 

anticipated marketing date for each contract being considered. The 

profit objective hedging criteria could then be used to evaluate 

futures prices for several contract months to determine which, if 

any, will yield the desired profit objective. A range of hedging 

criteria could be evaluated for various commodities in various 

geographic areas of the United States for both the long and short 

hedge. 

The objective of this study was to determine whether hedging 

could have enhanced the profitability of Pacific Northwest cattle 

backgrounders while decreasing the effects of cash market price 

volatility. In general, it appears that the use of a selective 

hedging procedure could have significantly decreased price risk while 

improving overall profitability. The results of this study could be 

taken a step further by determining how producers could have 

optimized the performance of hedging their output. Even greater 

levels of profit, with less risk, may have been obtained through 

hedging with combinations of different hedging strategies. Optimal 

combinations of hedging programs could be determined using quadratic 

programming [Anderson et al.; Dickens]. If constrained properly, the 

quadratic programming model would generate a discrete expected 

income-variance (E-V) frontier. This E-V frontier would consist of 

combinations of strategies which yielded the smallest variance for 
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each attainable level of profit. The Pacific Northwest cattle 

backgrounder could then choose an expected utility maximizing 

strategy among efficient combinations of alternative hedging 

procedures. 
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APPENDIX A 

BASIS ESTIMATES 
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A-l. Basis Estimates Calculated for Production System 1 
and the Actual Basis on February 15, 1975-1983 

Year 
Estimated Basis Plus 
One Std. Deviation 

Actual 
Basis 

1975 11.12 5.05 

1976 10.29 5.55 

1977 9.48 5.75 

1978 8.97 12.70 

1979 10.00 19.74 

1980 9.57 4.95 

1981 9.37 3.47 

1982 9.12 0.02 

1983 8.99 5.98 
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A-2. Basis Estimates Calculated for Production System 2 
and the Actual Basis on April 10, 1973-1983 

Year 
Estimated Basis Plus 
One Std. Deviation 

Actual 
Basis 

1973 -0.25 0.70 

1974 3.11 13.77 

1975 9.99 0.28 

1976 8.58 0.25 

1977 7.58 4.40 

1978 7.27 1.62 

1979 6.79 6.50 

1980 7.44 0.07 

1981 7.03 0.15 

1982 6.62 2.39 

1983 6.38 1.15 
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A-3. Basis Estimates Calculated for Production System 3.A 
and the Actual  Basis on May 1,  1975-1983 

Year 
Estimated Basis Plus 
One Std. Deviation 

Actual 
Basis 

1975 8.51 5.00 

1976 7.63 5.62 

1977 7.35 3.37 

1978 7.09 1.73 

1979 7.01 9.67 

1980 7.99 1.30 

1981 7.83 -3.20 

1982 7.61 15.59 

1983 7.36 0.85 
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A-4. Basis Estimates Calculated for Production System 3.B 
and the Actual  Basis on June 15, 1975-1983 

Year 
Estimated Basis Plus 
One Std. Deviation 

Actual 
Basis 

1975 3.59 6.17 

1976 4.73 6.25 

1977 5.45 0.50 

1978 5.18 2.08 

1979 5.21 4.77 

1980 5.06 8.97 

1981 5.82 2.95 

1982 5.73 0.90 

1983 5.57 0.54 
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A-5. Basis Estimates Calculated for Production System 4 
and the Actual  Basis on August 1,  1975-1983 

Year 
Estimated Basis Plus 
One Std. Deviation 

Actual 
Basis 

1975 4.67 4.50 

1976 6.41 4.15 

1977 6.16 1.05 

1978 5.74 7.17 

1979 7.16 -0.93 

1980 7.12 7.92 

1981 7.32 6.60 

1982 7.05 10.77 

1983 6.81 5.77 
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APPENDIX B 

CASH PRICE ESTIMATES 
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B-l.   Predicted 1st Quarter Price/cwt. of 700-800 lb. Feeder 
Steers Computed for Production System 1, and the 
Actual Price on February 15, 1975-1983 

Year 

Predicted First 
Quarter Price/o*t. 

700-800 lb. Feeder Steer 

Actual 
February 15 Price/c»t. 

700-800 lb. Feeder Steer 

1975 42.20 22.00 

1976 35.79 36.25 

1977 34.43 34.60 

1978 42.44 38.70 

1979 58.03 75.75 

1980 67.21 79.50 

1981 65.67 70.38 

1982 56.69 64.00 

1983 59.15 65.67 
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B-2.   Predicted 1st Quarter Price/cwt. of 700-800 lb. Feeder 
Steers Computed for Production System 2, and the 
Actual Price on April 10, 1973-1983 

Year 

Predicted First 
Quarter Price/cvt. 

700-600 lb. Feeder Steer 

Actual 
February 15 Price/cwt. 

700-800 lb. Feeder Steer 

1973 55.02 49.00 

1974 47.75 33.38 

1975 28.20 32.22 

1976 40.10 47.17 

1977 38.86 40.42 

1978 49.92 55.75 

1979 88.38 84.50 

1980 81.90 68.33 

1981 71.40 71.50 

1982 64.35 64.79 

1983 66.73 69.54 
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B-3.   Predicted 1st Quarter Price/cwt. of 700-800 lb. Feeder 
Steers Computed for Production System 3.A, and the 
Actual Price on May 1, 1975-1983 

Year 

Predicted First 
Quarter Price/cut. 

700-800 lb. Feeder Steer 

Actual 
February 15 Price/c«t. 

700-800 lb. Feeder Steer 

197S 37.16 28.50 

1976 37.12 40.63 

1977 36.70 40.50 

1978 46.22 55.82 

1979 68.11 81.38 

1980 76. SO 65.50 

1981 71.15 69.92 

1982 63.34 51.31 

1983 62.77 64.50 

• 
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B-4.   Predicted 1st Quarter Price/cwt. of 700-800 lb. Feeder 
Steers Computed for Production System 3.B, and the 
Actual Price on June 15, 1975-1983 

Year 

Predicted First 
Quarter Prioe/c»t. 

700-800 lb. Foedor Stear 

Actual 
February 15 Price/cut. 

700-800 lb. Feador Staer 

1975 37.16 30.75 

1976 37.12 38.50 

1977 36.70 39.00 

1978 46.22 56.25 

1979 68.11 71.50 

1980 76.50 65.50 

1981 71.15 66.17 

1982 63.34 63.42 

1983 62.77 64.21 
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B-5.   Predicted 1st Quarter Price/cwt. of 700-800 lb. Feeder 
Steers Computed for Production System 4, and the 
Actual Price on August 1, 1975-1983 

Year 

Predicted First 
Quarter Price/cwt. 

700-800 lb. Feeder Steer 

Actual 
February 15 Price/cwt. 
700-800 lb. Feeder Steer 

1975 28.52 27.00 

1076 28.83 34.25 

1977 35.69 38.75 

1978 39.92 55.88 

1979 63.61 74.50 

1980 70.78 71.00 

1981 67.73 60.25 

1982 60.24 56.88 

1983 59.75 57.75 
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APPENDIX C 

TRIANGULAR PROBABILITY DISTRIBUTION 
PROGRAM LISTING 
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10 
IS 
20 

31 

40 
4S 
50 
55 
75 
30 
90 
100 
200 
300 
400 
403 
410 
413 
420 
422 
423 
430 
433 
440 

REM *XXXX%XXXX*X%XXXX*XX**XXX%X* 
REM  MARKET STRATEGY 
REM  BY LARRY K. BOND, USU 
REM   BASED ON MODEL OF GENE NELSON AND CARL O'CONNOR, OREGON STATE UN 
IVERSITY 

REM xxxxxxxxxxxxxxxxxxxxxxxxxxxx 
REM  THIS SECTION PRINTS THE GRAPHICS 
REM  TITLE AND DESRIBES WHAT THE PROGRAM DOES 
REM XXXXXXXXXXXXXXXXXXXXXXXXXXXXXXXX 
GOSUB S3000 
HOME : VTAB S: HTAB 13: PRINT "WELCOME TO THE" 
HTAB 12: PRINT "HEDGING SCENARIO" 
HTAB 17: PRINT "PROGRAM" 
FOR I = 1 TO 2000: NEXT I 
HOME : PRINT 
GOSUB £3581 
VTAB 1: PRINT 
DIM MXC2),MLC2),MN(2) 
DIM CUC2,10),CLC2,10),P<2,10),GIC10,10) 
DIM IC2),LC2f10),LU(2,10)rLL<2,10) 
DIM aP<:il),B<4),PBC10),A6<10),QH<:i0),TEM<10) 
REM  N PARTITIONS TRIANGLES 

N » 10 
REM  IF NOT 1ST TIME THRU THEN ZERO-OUT ARRAYS 
HOME : IF S <  > 0 THEN  GOSUB 12000 
INPUT "  1)  WHICH COMMODITY WILL YOU BE USING? "(COMMS 
IF D* = "N" GOTO 4S0 
INPUT "  2)  WHAT UNIT DOES IT SELL IN?  ";UNITS 
IF D* = "N" GOTO 430 
PRINT "  3)  HOW MANY "jUNIT*;" IN ONE FUTURES CONTRACT";: INPUT KAMT 

450 
453 
460 
470 
500 
510 
520 
560 
570 
580 
590 
600 
620 
£30 
S40 
£30 
£60 
670 
6B0 
£90 
700 
710 
720 

PRINT : INPUT "ARE ALL OF THE ABOVE CORRECT 
IF DS = "Y" THEN 500 
INPUT "ENTER THE ANSWER YOU WOULD LIKE TO CHANGE. 
HOME : ON X GOTO 420,430,440 

REM       INPUT TABLE 

HOME 
PRINT " TABLE OF INPUTS" 

PRINT " 1) 
PRINT " 2) 
PRINT " 3) 
PRINT " 4) 
PRINT " 5) 
PRINT " 6) 
PRINT " 7) 
PRINT " 8) 
PRINT " 9) 
PRINT "10) 
PRINT "ID 
PRINT "12:) 
PRINT : PRINT "  

CY OR N)  ";DS 

'iX 

CASH REQUIRED S" 
QUANTITY TO BE MARKETED " 
QUANTITY TO BE CONTRACTED..." 
EST. LOWEST OPEN PRICE *" 
EST. LIKELY OPEN PRICE S" 
EST. HIGHEST OPEN PRICE S" 
FUTURES PRICE S" 
EST. MINIMUM BASIS S" 
EST. LIKELY BASIS S" 
EST. MAXIMUM BASIS $" 
COST OF HEDGING/UNIT «" 
NET CONTRACT PRICE S" 

CR 
TE 
CG 
OP C 1) 
OP 1:2:1 
OPr.3) 
FP 
BCD 
BC2) 
BC3) 
HC 
CP 
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730 
740 
7S0 
760 
770 
780 
730 

793 
800 

805 
815 
820 

825 
830 

825 
840 

345 
850 

355 
360 

865 
370 

375 
880 

385 
390 

S'35 
300 
302 
305 

307 
310 
312 
313 
314 
315 
•316 
317 
318 
319 
320 

■321 

323 
•324 
'325 
330 
'340 

PRINT 
PRINT "TO ACCEPT DATA ENTER A ZERO AND PRESS <RETURN>." 
PRINT "TO MAKE CHANGES ENTER LINE NO. AND PRESS <RETURN>" 
INPUT Y 
IF Y = 0 THEN 910 
ON Y QOTO 790,800,820,830,840,850,860,870,880,390,900,905 
HOME : VTAB 4! INPUT "WHAT IS YOUR CASH REQUIRED TO COVER EXPENSES" 
; CR 
GOTO 500 
HOME : VTAB 4: 
TQ 
QOTO 500 
QOTO 500 
HOME : VTAB 4: 
CQ 
QOTO 500 
HOME 

PRINT "QUANTITY TO BE MARKETED (IN ";UNIT*;»)";: INPUT 

PRINT "QUANTITY TO BE CONTRACTED UN "?UNITS;")' •INPUT 

PRINT "IN YOUR JUDGEMENT, WHAT IS THE LOWEST THE PRICE 
COULD POSSIBLY BE ON THE OPEN MARKET AT THE TIME OF DE 

VTAB 4j 
PER ";UNIT*>" 

LIVERY"}s INPUT OPCl) 
GOTO 500 
HOME : VTAB 4: PRINT "IN YOU R JUDGEMENT, WHAT WILL BE TH E MOST LIKE 
LY PRICE PER ";UNIT*{" ON THE OPEN MARKET AT THE TIME OF DELIVERY";: INPUT 
0PC2) 
GOTO 500 
HOME : VTAB 4: PRINT "IN YOUR JUDGEMENT, WHAT IS THE HIGHEST THE PRIC 
E PER ";UNIT*!" IS LIKELY TO BE ON THE OPEN MARKET AT TIME OF DELIVER 
Y";: INPUT OP(3) 
GOTO 500 
HOME s VTAB 48 INPUT "WHAT IS THE PRICE OF FUTURES FOR YOUR DELIVERY 
MONTH? ";FP 
GOTO 500 
HOME : VTAB 48 PRINT "WHAT IS YOUR BEST ESTIMATE OF MINIMUM BASIS AT 
TIME OF DELIVERY? "s PRINT : PRINT "BASIS IS THE SPREAD BETWEEN THE P 
RICE AT THE DELIVERY POINT AND THE LOCAL PRICE." 
PRINT : INPUT BCD: GOTO 300 
HOME i VTAB 4s PRINT "WHAT DO YOU THINK THE BASIS WILL BE AT TIME OF 
DELIVERY?"! PRINT : PRINT "BASIS IS THE SPREAD BETWEEN THE LOCAL PRIC 
E AND THE PRICE AT POINT OF DELIVERY." 
PRINT s INPUT B<2): GOTO 500 
HOME : VTAB 4: PRINT "WHAT IS YOUR ESTIMATER OF THE MAXIMUM BASIS AT 
TIME OF DELIVERY?": PRINT : PRINT "BASIS IS THE SPREAD BETWEEN THE LO 
CAL PRICE AND THE PRICE AT POINT OF DELIVERY." 
PRINT : INPUT 8(3): GOTO 500 
HOME : VTAB 4! INPUT "WHAT IS YOUR HEDGING COST PER UNIT? ";HC 
GOTO 300 
HOME : VTAB 4: PRINT "WHAT IS YOUR NET CONTRACT PRICE PER "(UNITS;"?" 
: PRINT : PRINT "THIS IS PRICE LESS ANY MARKETING COSTS." 
PRINT : INPUT CP: GOTO 500 
HOME : GOTO 8000 

S = 3: GOSUB 60000 
GOTO 8210 
REM  ft*****:***:**:****:***:*:*:***:* 

FORMULAS 
BC3) 

REM 
MXC15 
MXC2) 
MLCU 
ML C 2:i 
MN < 1 :> 
MN(2) 

0PC3:> 
BCD 
OP<:2) 
BCD 
OP f. 1) 

GOSUB 12000: 
SCENARIO 

OQ = 0 
OQ = TQ - QH(B) - CQ 
FOR J = 1 TO 2 
ICJ) = CMXtJ) - MNCJj) / 
LCJ,1) = MNCJ) + ICJ) / 

REM  ZERO-OUT ARRAYS BEFORE CALCULATING FIGURES FOR THE 
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350     FOR K   = 2 TO 10 
360 LCJ.K) = LCJ.K - 1) + I(J) 
370  NEXT K 
9S0  FOR K  = 1 TO N . 
990 UJ<J,IO = LCJ.K) + ICJ) /   2 
1000  IF LUU.K) > MXCJ) THEN LUCJ.K) = MXCJ) 
1010 LLCJ,K3 = LCJ.K) - ICJ) / 2 
1020      IF  LLCJ.K)   <   MNCJ)   THEN  LLCJ.IO   =  MNCJ) 
1030      IF   LLKJ.tO   >  MLCJ)   THEN  CU<J,K)   =   1   -   CCMXCJ)   -   LUCJ,K))   ^   2   /   C(MX< 

J)   -   MNCJ))   *   CMXCJ)   -   MLCJ)))) 
1040     IF  LUCJ.K)   <     ■  MLCJ)   THEN  CU<J,K)   =   (LUCJ.K)   -  MN<jn   ~  2   /   <CMX(j:) 

- MNCJ)) * CMLCJ) - MNCJ))) 
1030  IF LLCJ.K) > MLCJ) THEN CLCJ.K) «= 1 - CMXCJ) - LLCJ,K)) " 2 / CCMXCJ 

) - MNCJ)) X CMXCJ) - MLCJ))) 
1060  IF LLCJrK) <  = MLCJ) THEN CLCJ.K) = CLLCJ.K) - MNCJ)) ~ 2 / CCMXCJ) 

- MNCJ)) * CMLCJ) - MNCJ))) 
1070 PCJ,K) - CUCJ.K) - CLCJ.K) 
1080  NEXT K 
1090  NEXT J 
1100  FOR J = 1 TO 10 
1110  FOR K = 1 TO 10 
1120 GICJ.K) = LC2,K) * 00 + CP * CO + CFP - HC - LU.J)) * QHCB) 
1130 ASCB) = A6CB) ♦ PC1,J) * PC2,K) * QICJ.K) 
1140  IF GICJ.K) < CR THEN PBCB) = PBCB) + PC.l.J) * PC2,K) 
11SO  NEXT K 
1160  NEXT J 
1162 ASCB) =  INT CAGCB) + .5) 
1163 PBCB) -  INT CPBCB) * 100 + .5) / 100 
1164 RETURN 
1163     REM     END  OF  FORMULAS 
1166     REfl     :t::^3|::K3Stt$XX%$£&43£fc£$$&XXS&:£Ms£t: 
1195     HOME   l   VTAB  4 
1200     VTAB   18 
1210  PRINT "SELECT A NUMBER" 
1220  PRINT •'  1) DO A RE-RUN" 
1230  PRINT "  2) PRINT TABLE ON SCREEN" 
1230  PRINT "  3) PRINT TABLE ON THE PRINTER" 
1260  PRINT "  4) STOP" 
1270  INPUT S 
1280  ON S GOTO 420,1375,1299,9939 
1233  REM  X*************:**************** 
1296 REM    OUTPUT SECTION 
1297 REM  s**************:*:********:****** 
1299 HOME 
1300 PRINT "PLEASE ENTER WHO THIS REPORT IS BEINS PREPARED FOR: ";: INPUT 

19 
1301 PRINT "PLEASE ENTER THE DATE:  ";: INPUT X* 
1305  PRINT "BE SURE THAT THE PRINTER IS ON AND THE PAPER IS ALIGNED CORRE 

CTLY.": INPUT "RETURN TO PRINT: ";PTS 
1310  PR* 7 
1350  VTAB 1: PRINT : HTAB 12: VTAB 2: PRINT "HEDGING SCENARIO" 
1360  HTAB 13: PRINT "FOR" 
1362 X = LEN <:ZS):Y = INT (40 - X) / 2: PRINT TABC Y) ; ZS 
1370 X = LEN CXS):Y = INT C40 - X) / 2: PRINT TABC Y);XS 
1375  TEXT : HOME 
1380  PRINT "     COMMODITY:"jCOMM*;"  UNIT:";UNIT* 
1390  PRINT "VALUE OF ONE FUTURES CONTRACT:";KAMT;" ";UNITS 
1410  PRINT : PRINT 
1420  PRINT " RISK AND RETURNS TABLE" 
1430  PRINT " '• 
1434  PRINT " PROB. OF     AVERAGE" 
1436  PRINT " . NEGATIVE       WTD." 
1440  PRINT "QTY HEDGED    NET INCOME    INCOME" 
1460  PRINT "  
1480  FOR C = 1 TO LOOPS 
1490  PRINT QH CO; " " j UNIT*, PBCC) , AGCC) 
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1500  NEXT C 
1560  PRINT " " 
1600  PRINT : PRINT 
1610  IF S <  > 3 THEN 1630 
1620  PR# 0 
1630  GOTO 1210 
1640  REM    END OF OUTPUT SECTION 
3000  IF TO < KAMT THEN  PRINT "YOU DO NOT HAVE ENOUGH OF THE COMMODITY TO 

HEDGE A COMPLETE CONTRACT, THEREFORE THE PROBABILITY AND AVERAGE WTD 
. INCOME FOR HEDGING NONE AT ALL WILL BE CALCULATED." 

3005  IF TO < KAMT THEN NUMK » 0: INPUT "RETURN TO CONTINUE?";AD*: GOTO 35 
00 

8010 NUMK =  INT CTQ / KAMT) 
3015  IF NUMK > 9 GOTO 8600 
3020 HOME : PRINT "YOU HAVE ";NUMKj" CONTRACTS YOU CAN HEDGE." 
3021 PRINT : PRINT "YOU MAY OBTAIN A PROBABILITY AND WTD. INCOME FIGURE F 

OR THE ";NUMK +1;" DIFFERENT SCENARIOSCO THROUGH "jNUMK;") OR YOU MA 
Y SPECIFY THE NUMBER YOU WOULD LIKE." 

3030  PRINT : INPUT "WOULD YOU LIKE TO SPECIFY YOUR OWN?(Y OR N)  ";D2S 
3040  IF D2S = "Y" GOTO 8060 
3050  GOTO 8500 
3055  REM  ALLOWS USER TO INPUT OWN # OF SCENARIOS 
3060  HOME : INPUT "HOW MANY DIFFERENT SCENARIOS WOULD YOU LIKE TO PERFORM 

CNOT GREATER THAN 10)?";SCEN 
3066  REM  AND CONTRACTS HEDGED IN EACH 
3070  IF SCEN > 10 THEN  PRINT "YOUR NUMBER WAS GREATER THEN 10, TRY AGAIN 

.  HOW MANY";: INPUT SCEN: GOTO 8070 
3100  HOME : VTAB 4: PRINT "PLEASE ENTER THE NUMBER OF CONTRACTS YOU WISH 

TO USE IN EACH SCENARIO.  THE MOST CONTRACTS YOU CAN HEDGE IS "jNUMK; 
ii  n 

3110  FOR A • 1 TO SCEN 
8120  PRINT "NUMBER OF CONTRACTS FOR SCENARIO "JAJ: INPUT TEMCA) 
8130  IF TEMCA) > NUMK THEN  PRINT "THE MOST YOU CAN HEDGE IS '^NUMK;" CON 

TRACTS.  PLEASE TRY AGAIN!": GOTO 8120 
8140 QHCA) ■ TEMCA) * KAMT 
8150  NEXT A 
3200  TEXT : HOME : VTAB 9: HTAB 6: PRINT "PLEASE RELAX WHILE I CALCULATE" 

3205 GOTO 912 
8207 REM  PERFORM CALC ROUTINE SPECIFIED # OF TIMES 
3210 FOR B = 1 TO SCEN 
3220  GOSUB 916 
3230 NEXT B 
3240 LOOPS » SCEN 
3250 GOTO 1195S REM   TO MENU 
3495 REM   DETERMINE QUANTITY HEDGED FOR EACH SCENARIO 
3500  FOR A = 1 TO NUMK ♦ 1 
3510 TEMCA) = A - 1 
3520 QHCA) » TEMCA) * KAMT 
3530 NEXT A 
3550 SCEN = NUMK + 1 
3560 GOTO 8200 
3595 REM  IF MORE THAN 9 CONTRACTS THEY CAN 
3596 REM  SPECIFY THIER OWN OR SEE 0-9 BY DEFAULT 
S600  HOME : PRINT "YOU HAVE ";NUMKj" CONTRACTS YOU CAN HEDGE, BUT YOU MAY 

ONLY LOOK AT 10 DIFFERENT SCENARIOS." 
3610  PRINT "IF YOU WANT, SCENARIOS WITH 0 TO 9 CONTRACTS HEDGED WILL BE D 

ONE FOR YOU OR YOU MAY SPECIFY HOW MANY SCENARIOS AND THE NUMBER OF C 
ONTRACTS IN EACH." 

3620  INPUT "WOULD YOU LUCE TO SPECIFY YOUR OWN?CY OR N)";SS 
3630  IF SS = "Y" THEN 8060 
3640 NUMK = 10: GOTO 8500 
9999  END 
12000 REM    ZERO-OUT THE ARRAYS FOR CALCULATING 
12001 REM  THE NEXT SCENARIO IN THE RUN AND 
12002 REM  ZERO-OUT FOR RE-RUNS 
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12010  F"0R J = 
12020  FOR K = 
12030 CLKJ,K) 
12040 CLCJ.IO 
120S0 LLCJ.K) 
12060 LUCJ,K) 
12070 PCJ.K) = 
12080 LCJ.K) « 
12090  NEXT K 
12100  NEXT J 
12110  FOR J = 
12120  FOR K = 
12130 QICJ.K) 
12140  NEXT K 

■■   1 TO ■£ 
' 1 TO 10 
= 0 
o 0 
■ 0 
- 0 

■ 0 
' 0 

TO 10 
TO 10 

121S0 
12160 
12165 
12166 
12170 

NEXT J 
IF S < 
REM 
REM 
FOR 

1 THEN  RETURN 
ZERO-OUT THESE ARRAYS ONLY IF 

THE USER WANTS TO DO A RE-RUN 
I - 1 TO 10 

12180 PBCI) » 0 
12190 AGCI) - 0 
12200 QHCI) = 0 
12210 TEMCI) = 0 
12220  NEXT I 
12230  RETURN 
1223S  REM    END ZERO-OUT 
60000  REM X*********:*:******:***** 
60010  REM TONES 
60020  REM *X**XX***X******:*X*:«XX 
60030  FOR T2 ■ 0 TO 8 STEP 2 
60035  IF TCS,T2) - 0 THEN  RETURN 
60040  POKE 769,TCS,T2) 
60050  POKE 768,TCS,T? +1) 
60060  CALL' 770 
60070  NEXT T2 
60080  RETURN 
60800 REM xxxxxxxxxxxxxxxxxxxxxx 
60810  REM  TONES 
60820 REM xxxxxxxxxxxxxxxxxxxxxx 
60830  POKE 770,173: POKE 771,48: POKE 772,192: POKE 773,136: POKE 774,208 

: POKE 775,3: POKE 776,206: POKE 777,1: POKE 778,3: POKE 779,240: POKE 
780,9: POKE 781,202: POKE 782,208: POKE 783,245: POKE 784,174: POKE 7 
83,0: POKE 786,3: POKE 787,76: POKE 788,2: POKE 789,3: POKE 790,96 

60850  FOR Tl » 0 TO 3 
FOR T2 - 0 TO 9 
READ T(T1,T23 
NEXT T2 
NEXT Tl 
RETURN 
DATA  10,80,10,50,10,80,10,50,0,0 

30,134,15,30,15,1,15,80,20,50 
10,80,5,1,10,30,5,1,20,60 
20,80,10,60,20,80,0,0,0,0 
10,60,10,150,10,40,10,150,10,20 
13,40,5,1,15,40,0,0,0,0 

60860 
60870 
60880 
60890 
60900 
60310 
60320 
£0930 
60940 
60930 
60960 
60365 
£3000 
63010 
63020 
63030 
£3040 
63050 
£3060 
£3070 
63075 
63080 

DATA 
DATA 
DATA 
DATA 
DATA 
END 
REM XXXXXXXXXXXXXXXXXXXXXX 
REM  TITLES AND PROG DESC.(EVERYTHING TILL END) 
REM XXXXXXXXXXXXXXXXXXXXXX 
TEXT 
QOSUB 63700 
FOR PAUSE = 1 TO 1500: NEXT PAUSE 
TEXT : HOME 
VTAB 6 
PRINT "*SSSS*S*S**SSSSSSS*SSSSSSSISSSSSSSSSSSS": 
PRINT     TABC   3)("MARKETING        STRATE 

PRINT   :    PRINT 
G   Y":    PRINT 
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63090 PRINT  TABC 13) ', "A N A L Y S I S" 
£3500 VTAB 13 
63510 PRINT  TABC 14);"CARL 0'CONNOR" : PRINT 
S3520 PRINT  TABC 11);"EXTENSION ECONOMIST": PRINT 
£3530 PRINT  TABC 9)j"OREGON STATE UNIVERSITY" 
63532 PRINT : PRINT 
63535 PRINT "*SS*«S«*S$***S«SSSSS*«*tSS*S*»**S*S*S»S" 
63540 VTAB 22 
63560 FOR PAUSE = 1 TO 2000: NEXT PAUSE 
63570 SPEED= 255: HOME 
63571 HOME : VTAB 4 
63574 HOME 
63575 RETURN 
£3581 POKE 34,2: HOME : VTAB 4: PRINT "THIS PROGRAM FACILITATES EVALUATIO 

N OF MARKETING ALTERNATIVES.  GIVEN A MARKETING PLAN FOR OPEN MARKET, 
HEDGED, OR CONTRACTED SALES OF ANY COMMODITY, THIS PROGRAM WILL CALC 

ULATE:": PRINT 
£3582 PRINT "    A) THE WEIGHTED AVERAGE GROSS INCOME": PRINT "    B) THE 

PROBABILITY THAT GROSS INCOME       WILL BE LESS THAN CASH REQUIRED. 

63583 PRINT : PRINT "THE PROGRAM CONSIDERS THE PROBABILITIES OF OPEN MARK 
ET PRICES AND BASIS, AND CAN BE RUN SERVERAL TIMES TO COMPARE AVERAGE 
RETURNS AND RISK ASSOCIATED WITH ALTERNATIVE MARKETING PLANS." 

63586 VTAB 24: PRINT "PRESS SPACE BAR FOR MORE": GET AS: HOME : VTAB 4 
63595 RETURN 
£3600 PRINT  TABC 4);"**XPLEASE DO NOT PRESS RESET!***": PRINT 
£3610 PRINT "IF YOU ARE LOST, FRUSTRATED,CONFUSED,OR": PRINT 
63620 PRINT "WISH TO QUIT; PRESS THE <ESC>KEY.": PRINT 
£3630 VTAB 23 
62640 PRINT "PRESS THE RETURN KEY TO CONTINUE."; 
£3650 GET Q* 
63660 Q »  ASC COS) 
£3670 IF 0 - 27 THEN  GOSUB 61000 
£3680 IF Q <  > 13 THEN 63590 
63690 RETURN 
£3700 REM ********************* 
63710 REM   OSU GRAPHICS TITLE 
£3730 REM ********************* 
63740 HOME : GR : COLOR" 8 
63745 HLIN 5,12 AT £ 
£3747 HLIN 5,12 AT 7 
63750 VLIN £.24 AT 5: HLIN 5,12 AT 24: VLIN 6,24 AT 12 
£37£0 VLIN 6,15 AT 18: VLIN 15,24 AT 24: VLIN £,7 AT 24 
£3770 VLIN 23,24 AT 18: HLIN 18,24 AT 15: HLIN 18,24 AT 6: HLIN 18,24 AT 

24 
£3780 VLIN 6,24 AT 30: HLIN 30,37 AT 24: VLIN 6,24 AT 37 
£3785 COLOR= 9 
£3790 VLIN 6,24 AT 4: HLIN 5,11 AT 23: VLIN 6,24 AT 11 
£3795 VLIN 6,15 AT 17: VLIN 15,24 AT 23: VLIN 6,7 AT 23 
£3797 VLIN 6,24 AT 29: HLIN 30,3£ AT 23: VLIN £,24 AT 36 
£3798 HLIN 18,23 AT 23: HLIN 19,23 AT 7: VLIN 23,24 AT 17 
£3820 SPEED= 175 
£3830 VTAB (21) 
£3840 PRINT "        OREGON STATE UNVERSITY" 
£3845 PRINT " EXTENSION SERVICE" 
£3850 RETURN 


